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ALHUQUEUQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY' 1, 1000.

VOLUME 20
REPRESSION IS

WAR TO KNIFE

WITH VENGEANCE
City

Prisons

:,

Already

Suspects.
FORTRESSES GET HUNDRED5

IN CITY COUNCIL

WOMAN

,Si. Petersburg. Jan. 1. The policy
of repressing the revolutionists con
tlnuea with vengeance. Their an
nouncoment that they proposed to
carrv mi a guerilla warfare until a
general armed revolt la prepared, has
stimulated the government to redoubled energy. A band of terrorists
Is known to be at work here, and last
wholesale searches
night there were
'
The city prisons are
for suspects.
overcrowded and hundreds have been
moved to SchlusselMirg fortress and
to the fortress of St. Peter and St.
Taul. Patrols are understood to have
not to spare bullets If they are
attacked by persons using bombs or
revolvers.

GENERAL
EXPLAINS DELAY.
In an interview with Governor General Doubassof, printed today, he explains that the duration of the revolt
at Moscow Is owing to the extent of
the region In which the military
forces are operating, and owing to
the lack of troops which compelled
the governor to await reinforcements
from Warsaw and St. Petersburg before giving the revolutionists a death
GOVERNOR

Most Brilliant New Year's Reception White
House
Has Yet Known in Its History-Fi- rst

Both Sides Making Preparation.

Dignitaries Then People.

--

r

"The. most difficult 'task.'' he continued, "was to drive them from the
base on the Kaan railroad, between
Moscow and Perovo. three miles east
of Moscow, and to surround them In
the Presna district so as to prevent
.their escape. Doth these tasks were
successfully accomplished. The strikers of the ProkharofT mills, who 'held
the proprietor as hostage, were ready
to surrender Friday, but Colonel Minn,
Who conducted the negotiations,
declined to accept their surrender unless they also delivered up the
:drUinistrC Who- had sought refuge

New York, Jan. 1. The great war
of the Typographical Union against
the master printers has begun all over
the country and some local trouble
may be expected as the result of the
war. The New York Typothetae laving rejected tr,e demand ot the Typographical Union No. 6 for an eight-hou- r
day, a general strike of the typesetters has been ordered, which
nearly every large printing establishment in the city. Many of the
larger houses have for weeks past
"
printmade efforts to bring
ers to this city, and although a great
many of them have been secured, the
strike will, nevertheless, cause considerable difficulty to the local
trade. The members of the New
Y'ork Typothetae maintain that the
granting of an eight-hou- r
day would
cut their profits to such an extent
woifTd
practically drive them'
that it
out of business. Thiy assert that the
margin of profit in 'heir business is
very small, owing to' the great com
petition, and any serious reduction or
the profits would cau ie direct loss.
Several thousand non union printers,
most of whom were emiloyed in some
of the smaller open shops, have been
induced by the owners of larger establishments
to take the places of
strikers and the smaller shops now
practically without
find themselves
competent help.
The New York
Typothetae have sent out orders alL
through the country for
men, offering them their railroad fare,'
and expenses, and the promise of
steady employment. Every man must
sign a contract stating that he is not
a member of any labor union.
non-union-

The governor general further eui-- j SAME CONDipCS'TM Trifel"'"
CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE.
phattcally declared that the artillery
Philadelphia;
Pa., Jan. 1. The
bombarded only those houses from
strike of the'typsetters against the
which revolutionists fired.
master printers, who have refused to
grant the demand for an eight-hou- r
TERRIBLE CONDITIONS
PUBLISHED IN PAPERS. working day, has begun in earnest,
some of the establishments
The papers publish terrible pictures
or the conditions prevailing along the in this city have granted the demand
lho T'Israphical Union No. 2, a
"
biuerian railway. There are no
ryuiMu iu
iiiiiuy ouh.ts iih.
way officials onduty, and a section as f;i'.-tt- i
the concession. A large numfar as Chellabinsk, iu the government make
compositors have
Orenburg, all stations have been pil- ber of
laged. Comjdete anarchy prevails at
Irkuthk. - Military trains are running
without orders or proper engineers.
WILL OF YERKES

y

n

court-martia-

MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION
POULTRY AND PET STOCK.
"
Nashville, Tenu.,
Jan. 1. New
Year' Day witnessed the opening in
'his city of the biggest poultry show
ever held under the auspices of the
local organization of breeders and the
Tennessee State Poultry Briedeis'
Association. Never before in the his
tory of this city has there been sucu.
i line display of poultry
and fancy
Mock as is shown in the exposition
opened today. The poultry industry
in of great importance in this state.
and has heretofore amounted to a pro- duction to tho value of about Ilil.OuO,-n. is evnected that thn
tiou a year.
poultry
industry, which has been
steadily increasing ln volume during
the past ten years, will soon reach
the $20,000.0ti0 mark.
The official opening will take place
tonight, wTien Governor John I. Cox
ill be present, and will deliver an address.
Thousands of farmers and
athera interested in the poultry industry are in the city, to attend the
exhibition, and tho hotels are crowd-d- .
The exhibition will last until
Saturda. eight. The list of prizes is
unusually large and amounts to an
aggregate of 8,0t0.
1

TURBINE STEAMER IN
GALE OFF QUEENSTOWN.
Jan. I. The gale is
QueenMown.
e
moderating and the Cunard l.ne
steamer, Carman is, w hich sailed
from Liverpool Iooember 30, for New
York, and was unable to enter Queens-towharbor yesterday on account of
the severe weather, came ln at 9
By keeping
aVlock this uiorning.
well out to sea, the steamer last nU'lit
rode through the storm with comparative Btcadiuess.
tur-Mn-

n

Men

CONTEST IS NOT PROBABLfc! DONE

Brilliant

January 22.

:

Fortunately Has
Been Averted.
BY

SIGNING

Loss of S300.000 tauscd by Fire How
Today at B.ock:on,a v.mall

the Railroads
Big

iew oih. jan. i. inc.- - will or
Charles T. Yerkes will be read to his
tomorrow afternoon. Clarence
S. Knight, of Chicago, who was Yer-- j
ken' legal adviser, and wlm drew the
will, arrived yesterday.
Knight will
not discuss the general provisions of
will, but expressed the belief that
uieie would ue no contest.
be
lerkes nas left tllg houses,
said, "at Fttth avenue and Sixty-eightstreet, with their immensely
valuable contents, bo that the Metro-ixilitaMuseum of Art will control the
property. The pictures and other objects will remain where they are, and
will he called the 'Y'erkcs collection.'"
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INSURANCE PROBING

(niure

w

vrk.

strike of

Jan.

Ci

1.

New

Us
Tlu; threatened

Wi.mm .skilled men in

vari-famil- y

ous building trades has been averted
every union, except the housesmli'hs
and brldgenien, having signed a trade
agreement for from one to three years
go into effect
which agreement
e
day. Nvarly in every caso the union
have obtained some concessions Tin- differences between ttm employers
and the unions which have not yet
signed the agreement have been submitted to the arbitration lioard, and,
it is noped, a compromise will be
By deciding
reached soon
to sign
the trade agreement the various
unions have officially repudiated the
strike of tlii structural
workers.
HEAVY FIRE LOSS FOR
As this would imply that in ease of a
' - AEVy ENGLAND CITY. strike the st ikers' would not receive
Brockton. Mas., Jan. 1. The to- any aid, it Is scarcely probable that
tal loss caused by a Are which de- - there will be any difficulty In bringing
of the remaining
troyed the main portion of the City atxmt a sKtb-men- t
bl:c k at the corner of Main and Ward differences.
streets, In this city, early loday. is
estimated at nearly t :)Mi,oim. A sec- - Pittsburg Loses a Large Business.
tion of the structure containing the, IJitts!urc,
fa. Jan. i. The Mir
City theater was saved, but heavy Weyin.m Tobacco factory in Dunuesne
damage was caused to the auditorium Way, one of the oldest establishments
of the theater by
The Field i ihe tobacco industry in this city,
block, adjoining the building burned. was closed today by order- of the
suffered.
erf. an To!.acco" company, which con- The enormous
'trolled the works.
MAIL CARRIER FOR
Inilldluss o cupicd l.v the company
IN SLED. and w.iich for s. long a time have
WASHINGTON
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 1. Eli Smith, hoiihed thousands of persona engaged
who lias been carrying the mail from in the preparation of snuff and
to I'oint Barrow, over the fa- - lug tobacco, will remain deserted and
nious iJtuth Valley trail in Alaska, is' the factory will be transferred to
to make the trip from here cai;.
to New Y'ork in his.doif sbdnh. Hej One of the chief causes for the-rnas made all nrenarationn. uml will1 moval of Die works to ( hicago Is said
start from here shortly, as soon as he to lie the high freight rates charged
feels confident that (there will be1 from Pittsburg to the chief markets
enough snow between hero and New for the products of this factory. The
York, to enable him to travel without arger share of the sfek went to the
danger of becoming stalled. All do' wet and north w st, Minneapolis bepends upon the weather conditions,' ing the principal distributing point.
and there is not a more careful and The annual exiK-nsof this freightage
impatient observer of the weather re- amounted approximately to $50,000,
ports in the city than Ell Smith. He and a grat savin? c:tu be 'ffeeted by
is anxious to reach New York in time moving the work to C'buao.
The
for the opening of the annual sports- Wvuiau factory ha
a feature
man's show m the latter pari of of Pittsburg trad. for almost threeMarch.
quarters of a century
to-th-
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York, Jan.
It was made
last night, on excellent an- thorlty, that John A. McCall resigned
Saturday from the presidency of vue
New Y'ork Life, says today's Times,
and that his resignation was reluctantly accepted by the trustees of the
company. Official announcement of
liis resignation has been planned by
the trustees to bo made made next
Tuesday, when the annual statement
of the company will bo made.
John Clafflln. a dry goods merchant,
.
Kvho is a trustee of the New York
Life, has been frequently spoken of
as the successor of McCall, but it Is
not certaiu that he will accept

be left to the legislature, and the
opinion regarding the probable course
o; tliat body differs materially.
In regard to the fact that neither

Postmaster

I

General

Cortelyou

nor

Cornt littn N. Bliss have been exam
ined, Senator
Armstrong has said,
tint It would bo useless to waste any
time with such an examination, as
these two gentlemen could not con-

tribute any Information concerning
the campaign contributions by the insurance companies, which had not
beeu brought out already In the Investigation. In some quarters It Is
believed that the democratic members
of the legislature will not be satisfied
with the result of the Investigation,
and "ill demand a continuance of the
hciiritii;. in the hope that some addiWHAT THE COMMITTEE
WILL ADVISE DOING. tional lacts, damaging to the republican party, may be brought out.
New York. Jan. 1. According to a
report printed today, the legislative
insurance investigation committee has PATRONS ON THE
already decided ou some of the things
WATER WAGON
which it will recommend in its report to the legislature
One is that cont riinaions of life inFrom now until the 1st of Febsurance moneys fur political purposes
a prominent
saloon
shall be a misdeiiiiieurior on the part ruary," said
kieper of Albuquerque this morning,
of the officers
Another recommendation will be our receipts at the bar will fall off
for a bill which wHl ruiuire fall pub- at "'list lu per cent, and maybe more,
a number of our regu-llicity on the part of the companies as a result of
patrons making New Year's resoin the mai'er of payments made for
lutions, and getting aboard the "water
supervIsinA g gislation.
wagon.' The games will not fare as
The cc iuui.ee will also ask for wcl.,
timer, for a few weeks, as they
changes Jr in t laws governing the
have berett lure for the same reaState !surii!e Department. What son."
t hoso
angpsm be, the committee
of The
While a representative
s not jt definitely determ- Itself
I'vening Citizen was talkiug with the
llied.i
proprlet r of oue, of the boozo emporiums, a well known citizen, who
MAY: JOLD ANOTHER
SESSION QUITE SOON Is in the habit of taking several liquid
Uutly' drl5PPeJ into tne Place-..itNo I ork
,nt,Uirwl "
with tA"
made
or Uuynsuraiice
nriusuiai.
iuvestiga"'K committee, a i'ejxirt has
"Not for mine," replied the erst-wlii- 'o
customer. "I'm on the water
heen prrwed. including all tlie material s 'ar gathered by the commit- wagen now."
tee In regard to the sujijt umle' In
customer came In.
Another
vestifl'on. The report, i u stated. The stitre formula was gone through
not rully compUT,,!. will be with, ntu! U was discovered that he
fiuij'ed In a fyw dayg A.
be uNo'was on the water wagou.
re4Jxtunitted to tv.) legisla- "Thev soon break their pledges,
opIwrtunYty. The though.'" said tlie proprietor, "but for
f,t,BVarll,,t
'
be,,n"r the commllee will a few das. while the good resolutions
...... .'
invest if at ion r,, ..v..
last, our 'business sutlers."
a:
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Day

,

n.

C, Jan.

;W

1.

New

observed today with all the traditional
brilliance which time and custom have
shall churacterUe the off.clal
0f the New Year,
was added to the long linand
eof re- ,U,e WhUe
...
Mrs
n.n-.He.Ke paop:e of the world, what
rreeu or station.
n V,

2

an-oth- er

KTn,"1

&'he.
t
o
"R

.

1

De

hf, ,rront

o

matic carps.' who were presented by
fcccHUMy of State in person. ir.
......
Was An tllllw.aln
splenuent in their gorgeous uniforms
and accompanied by their wives
and
anghters
n
t.kgant
reoe tlon
dress, g
Th
ambassadors
came
first, then ministers in- - their ranking
order until all the diplomatic
rcPre-ntaiivof the Torty or more na--

at the national capital was the

es

rs8,:HrtrTn,te,l,!n

Washinton. had

Then came the
rX, justice and associate
Ioplo
Justice of
or ,he atate. stretched
war and ".v uj.ienie jourt of the
tlnltw1
gave ,ro,l8 of States, followed by
aenato sT and
f

.''r

4 1.

TT

rD

. ,. .

11

11 o clock. President
.nR1009tfVelt' Preceded by the

of tlie cabinet.
Then the Marine Band began to play
naval aides to the
a patriotic air,
. and
several WAIte House aides officers, in full and the line of army
dress uniform, and
all In special full dress,
descended
headed by
Chaffee, began
eec! their march General
past the President and
Mrs. Roosevelt. Then came
C." po8itl"" to the right officers, beaded by Admiral the navy
of
Dewey, in
his imposing uniform. Then
veteran of the various wars, followed
tne officers of the various government departments and other officials.
Arter'
this, too, has
exhausted, the
general public Is admitted,
for
several hours, men and women,andisome
of them with children in their arms,
marched past the president and his
wife, uniformly greeted with a pleas1UI
mily. tne doors
ant smile from both.
CedanVth!
In the aftFrnoon the members or
the cabinet, many prominent officials
of the government
ere was no "bthln
Judges of the
"
year. If i
"e ma supreme court will and
also hold New
ear's receptions, but. of course, none
,en.,,.,wi" poml're In Importance
and brilliancy with tie reception at
the White House.
S

lLr

nlV

fhii

bn

Sfr StTln,
'

tai,;;',rth5--iw
i.

k.

"c

Ai.i

enter-

,('st, the

at 11 O'clock.
thVnT10". began
a Hlgnal
army bugler, stationed
great
at.
corridor, the Marine Baud
B'r- -k
he,c'h.efP",,bl
P "hSmo
President and Mrs
Koosevelt descended
stBlrsT fm.n
the apartmentii on the
,
or tne Vn te (taima
.
.
ti,
At

Z

?.?--

Ind'tokS

f

.
,,um me seml-clre
win- 'lows, which look out upon ofeighty
acres or lawn, and the Potomac
Itlver
beyond. The first guests received
n
usual, were the members of the diplo- c

MERCHANTS

BUSY

EMPEROR HAS SIMILAR RECEPTION.
Berlin. Jan. I. As customary, the
emperor held his annual New Year's
reception today. The members of the
cabinet, the diplomatic representatives of the various nations, the
leade of the various parliamentary-bodiesgovernment itnannionn
of rhe army and navy, presented
themselves at the Imperial palace,
where they offered their best wlshea
to the emperor. The rest of the day
the emperor spent In the circle
his family. In the evening the of
New Year's Hi n no nrao
Klven. at which the whole family assembled.
GERMAN

,

j

.

REGISTER

"TAKING

STOCK."

to any extent until long after the
Christmas and New Y'car holidays are
over, the stores, to the uninitiated,'
present a scene of bustling activity as
great If not greater, than during the
holidays.
Now that the rush of the holidays
is over, the many extra clerks who
were hired before Christmas, are
busier than ever. Extra clerks, regular clerks and proprietors rush hither
and thither, counters are piled hlgti
with stock, shelves are stripped of
their goods and piled in convenient
places; clerks with little books and
pencils wander around, peering at
rolls of cloth, stacks of clothing, etc..
that have been measured, counted or
marked; take down the figures, and
pass on to other piles.
They are "taking stock." or in
voicing.
Th dry goods sums have tlie most
severe task in the invoicing line, as
each little remnant, piece of ribbon.
yard of cloth, etc.. must be counted
or measured, and put away. Every bit
of stock must be accounted for. and
the extra clerks are retained after
the holidays to assist In this work.
Within a few weeks after the in
voicing has been completed, the proprietors, or buyers of the different
stores, will make out a list of newstock needed, after which there will
be a general departure for the east
ern markets, to lay in the spring and
summer stocks.
The stores of Albuquerque were all
pretty well cleaned out during the
holidays, and as a result, the buying .
this year will be unusually heavy.
j
-

"

MARTIN

DEAD AT LAS CRUCER
JEROME MARTIN, REGISTER OF
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE.
DIES SUDDENLY.

In spite of the fact that business
in tlie general stores seldom picks up

.'

old-tipi- e

we

ear's

THEY ARE INVOICING, AND RESULTS WILL SHOW BIG BUSINESS DURING PAST YEAR.

SCALE

Business of Even the

Town.

y

AFTER RESULTS FROM

i

Massachusetts

the
at Santa

BALL

jij

tan Museim.
;

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN'S

young
INAUGUmen graduated from Chat
school will find a position without any
effort on his part. Among the stu
dents who have beeu patronizing that
AND
Institution, are many young women,
lormer stenographers and typewriters,
who will find th3lr new occupation
far more remunerative
than their
be Made One of
Most
Social
former. Similar schools have been
opened In New York, Chicago and Pallas, Tex.
Events Ever Held
Fc Will Occur
The International
Typographical
t
Union has issued a bulletin, stating
Monday,
that agreements have been reached
between the employers and about 250
local unions all over the conntry. Acnfal Correspondence.
cording to this report only forty or
that have taken place in the historic
forty-fiv- e
cities are affected by the i Santa Fe, N. M Dec. 31. Governor- - capital.
strike. The International Union Is
About $1,000 will le raised for that
yhe Herbert J. Hiterniaa having ap- confident that the master printers
purimse. and last evening an execu- who are still holding out against the proyed the pla of a public reception. itlve committee, consisting of Wallace
day wll
to le followed by an inaugural ball j. na.vuoicis,
demand for an eight-hou- r
cnairman; A. u. Kene-hasocn be compelled to give in. fon
secretary; Paul A. F. Walter,
on tlie evening of Monday. January
ot uio prominent meniiiers oi tjlic 22, in lieu of ostentatious Inaugural Arthur Seligman. Levi A. Hughes,
union maintain that many kf the blcal
Amado Chaves and Jose D. Sena met
organizations of the Typothetae InfV.he
to make the preliminary arrangelarger cities of the ost are div?ied
ments.
on the subject and
splitting ua of
were appointed, and
some of these organizations may S'V
to the Woman's Board of Trade was
be expected. Therypothetae of tl il
allotted the task of preparing the recity deny the Correctness of tht.J
freshments to be served upon the ocstatement and jMress the belief tlr
casion.
the strikers wctld lose their fight :f
It was decided to have the reception,
which will take place at the Palace
'
REMAININQ?GLEAM
A,
OP
hotel, open to all comers, as It is the
& HOPE IS STILtf'HELD.
desire of Mr. Hagerman to meet as
New of Jan. l.Mferthe meetmany people of the territory upon
ing nf tPeV vivRraph;,R) ynion Na-6that occasion as possible.
yesttrriiiy; fffVfVHra a fceucia, oii',n- Owing to thc.llnihel'Uill room acIon among the printers that their fight
commodations,
it was decided to fix
with the Typothetae was alreadv won.
the price of admission to the inau- By a vote of 1,100 to 400, a resolution
gural ball at $5 per couple, and as
was passed which they believe will
only 20(1 tickets will
printed, those
disarm the mnjority of the Typothetae
who desire to attend must apply at an
concerns. This resolution, while
early date to John H. Vaughn, at the
sisting on the fcrty-eighour week,
First National bunk, either in writing
stipulated that the employer may clis- or in person, as all orders for tickiriDtuo the time to suit himself, bo
ets will be Ailed as applications are
long us the working hours fall bereceived.
tween 7:30 o'clock In the morning and
& up
,
The ball will no doubt be a note6:3i o'clock in the afternoon.
worthy event, attended by people from
every part of the territory.
According to present arrangements,
V-.-- Mr. Hagerman will take the oatn of
INDUSTRIAL WORLD
2
offlce at
Monday
o'clock on
HERBERT J. hAgERMAN.
afternoon. January 22, in open court
AND HOW AFFECTED
in the supreme court room of New
ceremonies, the citizens of Santa Ee Mexico. Chief Justice
William J.
have resolved in make the reception Mills administering
the oath. The
and the ball the most brilliant affair ceremony will be very simple and the
Threatened Strike of 100,000 of
the many brilliant social events public will be admitted.

'"W

Houses and Art Treasures
Left to the Metropoli-

NEW GOVERNOR GENERAL
PROPOSES DRASTIC DEEDS.
Riga, Jan. 1. Three
iwlicemen
were killed iiere during the night.
Railroad uien are again threatening to;
strike In order to obtain release of the
arrested delegates, t.eneral Count
Sollogub, the new governor general of
the Baltic provinces, who is marching
on thia city with a large force of
troops, is expected Wednesday. It is
reported that he will isbiie a proclama-iowarning the population of the
consequences of violating martial law,
l
and threatening offenders with
and exile of the entire population of communists who decliiie to
yield.

Washington,
Y

ht

READ TOMORROW

Mag--

nificence of Outward Apparel, ,as Do
the Ladies Present.

!

non-unio- n

ARE RESPLENDENT

Army and Navy Officers in Gorgeous
Array Add to the

'

'

rail-101-

JN8URGENT6
PERMANENT POSSESSION.
MItau, Courland, Russia, Jan. 1.
Four columns of troops, principally
cavalry and artillery, are converging
toward Mltau add KIga. The insurgents in towns held by them, are instituting democratic administrations,
as if they were in permanent control.
At Frankenburg a woman of 70 and
two girls sit in the new city council.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

RATION, RECEPTION

v

ACT AS IN

BITTER

leen imported from other cities and
the master printers hope to.be able
to continue their business without interruption. A typesetting school has
been iu operation on Arch street for
some time, at the expense of the muster printers, and every one of the

non-unio- n

-

LONG AND

Employers Have Established Schools to Teach Printing and
Many Women Typewriters are Learning
Machine Work-M- en
Make Offer.

j

blow.

AT NATION'S CAPITAL

Battle is Over an Eight Hour Day Which Typothetae
Refuses and Typographical Union Demands.

Railway Stations Arc Pillaged
in Large Section of
CONTEST EXPECTED TO BE
Country.
AGED

OBSERVED WITH POMP

fek

if

HAS BEGUN AT LAST

Over Crowded With

I

USUAL GALA DAY IS

itrj.

IN PRINTING WORLD

NUMIJEH

Special to The Citizen.
Las Cruces, N. M., Jan. ,1.'
Hon. Jerome Martin, the regis- - '
ter of the United States land
offlce at Las duces, died yes- terday from stomach trouble.
His death was unexnectert n
he had only been ailing the past V
few days.
y
With the other land offlce of--

flclals or the territory, Mr. Mar- 4 tin received his reappointment
from President
Roosevelt eev- -

eral weeks ago. and his death 2
now leaves a vacancy. It Is un- derstood that the party organlza- tlon has already decided upon
the successor of the deceased,
and that ' his name will at once IS
be wired to Washington, with reo- ommendations and endorsements. '
The deceased was a brother of
Hon. W. E. Martin, clerk of the V
Third judicial district, and he V
and other relatives have been no- tilled of the death by telegraph.
f.
ft ft ft ft ft ft 9 ft

PLEASED WITH
FAIR RESULTS
Joe Harnett returned last evening
on the Limited from Phoenix, where
he at'ciided the first annual territorial
fair held at that town. He spoke la
a (Littering manner of the fair and all
things pertaining to iL Mr. Bamett
was very pleased over the two victor-

ies he achieved on the race track
there and says he cleaned up a pila
of turf money. Mr. Harnett left his
norses there for the winter. They
are Stranger O.. Halina M.gan. Clara
B.,

and Young Hal.

t

a a

SECURE COPIES OF THE CITIZEN'S NEW

YEAR'S EDITION.
Only a few extra copies of the New Year's
of The Evening Citizen remain on hand, and those wUhiug cople. lo send east
to thfir friends, had better place, rr..r(i Ht onc(.
The New Year's edition of The Citizen Is a twelve-page- ,
illu.-trated paper, containing a general resume of the city's history for
the past yar, write-up- s
of the churches, schools, and many other
Important el'y Institutions and Industries.
It
,t,e of the nicest
anil mo.-- t complete special editions that has been ssi,ej In years, anil
you ih iuld not fail o secure a 'py (otiiy five cuts), and send to
the foil s t.ack east.
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thp allowance of said proof,
"I'll is is lb Mgllill
Food Coi fee. with the. gratifying result tence in your lelier which Is not true, or who
knows of any substantial rea
t
Gas.
that my headache have disappeared, and
for quick results. It prodon't believe there is one per- son under the laws and regulations of
ASSAY ERS.
my digestion nas been restored and
son out of a thousand In ihis territory the Interior
duces them with the turn of
why such
department
MERCHANT TAILORING
have not had a
of chills who, after riding your letter, will proof should not be allowed, will be
Electric
a tap ami the striking of a
CORBET & COLLINS.
and fever for irrro thau three months. think different from what I do.
given an opportunity at the above UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
Clean
match.
and
I have no iloulit that It was Postuni
How proud I feel, to .see you
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMmentioned time and place to cross
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Light &
Costs very 'lb lie.
that brought me ihis relief, for I
the native New Mexicans! Ant examine
BINI, PROPRIETOK.(
ASSAYERS.
witnesses of said claim
have used no nit diritie while this im- also feel proud to know that Spanish ant. ami the
V!l sizes.
Try
one.
M.
N.
Fe.
In rebuttal
Santa
Plaza,
to
of
evidence
offer
East
side
tailoVlg
provement has been going on." (It blood runs through my veins!
Power Co.
My merchant
stiop is upof that submitted by claimant.
was really relief from congestion of
RAILROAD TICKETS.
preserve for many years men of
R. OTERO,
stairs
over
No. 209 'Vest F.Hroad aveMANUEL
the liver caused by coffee.)
your belief! I am ure that the time
Cut Rates.
Register. nue, where I solicit aha patronage of
"My daughter has been as great a will come when all that prejudice
For reduced rates to and from all
public. All woiif guaranteed first
the
coffee drinker as I. and for years was from i lie eastern people will be no
A Modern
Miracle.
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex points, go to Paulsen's Association
afrilcted wiin terrible sick headaches, more. Thanking you, I remain,
"Truly miraculous seemed the r perianca In the .business. Hulls made Rlalroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
WE FILL
which often lasted for a week at a
covt i v of Mrs. Mollie. Holt of this to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and bought, sold and exchanged.
Yours verv trulv,
tune, she is a brain worker and
Wood
place."
Hooper,
D. .1. METZGEIt.
writes J. O. R.
repaired. Tbo specific I ue will not
PaESCRIPTiONS R1BHT
LAND MATTERS.
application together with the
ford, Tenn.. "she wan so wasted by injure the cloth.
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
.
Ladies" garmenU
lungs,
headaches began to affect her memcoughing up puss from her
NOTICE,
also
W. S. Otero,
walking
skirts
made
H.
and
ory mow, seriously.
She found no
'r. L. C. Wymer. of petxdy. Kan. loctors declared her end so near that to orde Give me a trial
203 W. Ratlroad Ave.
At Consistent Pricts
United States Court Commissioner.
help In medicine
and the doctor
in Albuquerque with ft car load the family had watched by her bed
O. BAMBINI.
V
703 West Sliver aveuiie. Will attend
frankly advised her lo quit coffee and i jooi
hours; when, at my
Jersey cows In ten days. side forty-eigh- t
o
to matters before the land office.
SujBMTlhe for The Cltln and get
use I'ohtuni.
Don't buv a cow before you see tbein. urgent request Dr. King's New
"For more than four mom ha she Prices will be right. The cows can
astonth
news.
was given her, with the
Half the World WOndera
baa not had a Headache her meutal !) seen at Bluelir-r'-s
garden, old town, ishing result (hat improvement began
.1.
how
other half lives. Those who
the
MENANDW0MEH.
faculties have grown more active and on their arrival.
com
finally
and continued until she
NJkTIVK
Arulca Salve never
AND CHICAGO LUMBER
L'a Bi
J br aaaatural use Bucklen's
vigorous and her memory has been re- pleteK- - recovered, and la a healthy
wonder if It will cure Cuts. Wounds,
One Minute Coiiii Cure contains not woman today." Guaranteed cure for
Mtored.
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
I vlrrilmtioua
t'HERM
V
PAINT
&u,ul
or.ulcat.iioiii
J
Si S oi t MIlrlMM. kf ai il cunt uibru.e. Burns, Sores and all Skin Eruptions;
"No more lea. coffee or drugs for an a oni of any lutniiful drug, and it coughs and colds. 50e and $1.00 at all p.
wesrs
more,
best,
Covers
looks
gtof.k
piaster,
sny,
Cemwat.
Lime.
I .in irM, iu.iiui aairia
T.llW. II..,,,.
Mrs. Grant
thev know it will.
us, au long ,is wo can get Post urn." has been curing tVigs, Colds, Croiin ilruggiMs. Trial Uittle free.
longest, most economical, full
kaVllEMII$CHtMlCl C. iicut ur aui.noa.8.
street, Springfield
Reynolds
1130
E.
Doors,
ete
Sash
Glass.
Paint.
Name given by Postum Co., Buttle and Whooping Conaji so long that It
MulS
measure.
r lrvlala,
"1 regard it one- of the ab- or arn l tr plain w .'per. III., says:
HOUSES FOR
NUMITKR YOUR
)i4s proven ilwlf tA be a tiled and
Creek, Mich.
pr.aall,
.kprr...
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.
lot solute nec iltles of housekeeping.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
mere s a reason. Read the little I rue friend to the many who use it TWENTY FIVE CENTS. SEE HUD
Wl.
T3 lHtllr.aJ..
f"n
I. .a .
Ii
SON, THE PAINTER.
ucular avut u faweat, Guaranteed
lok "The Road to Wellville" in pkgs. Sold by all druggists
A
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A WHITE CHRISTMAS

ALBUQUERQUE REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE

C

AT MGUNTAINAIR

People

Themselves,
Kith Snow on the Ground
and in Zero Weather.

MAXY

PACE THREE.

Enjoy

OF

ITEMS

Contractors will begin tomorrow to grade and improve the
unsold lots in the EASTERN ADDITION HIGHLANDS

INTEREST

Special

Correspondence:
Muuntalnair, New Mexico, Dec. 26.
If a while Christmas portends a
prosperous year, this section of the
Sunshine Territory certainly has
Wright
outlook.
The last storm
''brought twenty-thre- e
inches of the
beautiful with 12 degrees below 7.ero
weather. Kan go stock without teed
will certainly suffer. This breaks the
record, so far as kivwn In this part
of the country,
In spile of the snow and the cold
weather, Mountainuir people enjoyed
the Christmas holidays in good,
down east style. There was
no public tree, but several families
enjoyed a visit from Santa Clans
around the evergreen, decorated with
home grown holly and mistletoe.
Is now down
The new company-we- ll
about 450 feet and the drill Is still In
red sandstone. The work ba, been
somewhat delayed on account of the
inability to get coal. The drill men
fay that flowing water at a shallow
depth Is not an Impossibility.
The eteel train has been pulled off
or
the west end, and is now working,Wtl-larat least, trying to work, east of
Thene ts still a gap of about fif
teen miles between the two ends of
the track In Abo Canyon.
.las. Blair, one of Lantry-Sharp'oldest engineers, has )een granted a
layoff, and has gone to Sacred Heart,
Oklahoma, to spend the holidays with
the home folks. He thinks he will
nring his family back with him and
make Mountainalr his home.
Chaa. Roher secured a leave of ab
com
sence from the Lantry-Sharpany and started to El Paso on a va
cation, but got Into a snow bank at
Torrance, and came back.
Camp 32, which was at the first
steam shovel cut, west of Wlllard, has
moved down to the junction city, and
will go to the first cut east as soon
as the track reaches there.
Richard Dunn, of the Mora Timber
company was snow lound here
Ing Christmas, but finally got away
Tuesday morning.- He did not object
very strenuously, for he said he did
not know a better place to spend the
holidays, if he could not be at home
with his family.
Mrs. Geo. V. Hanlon and her sister,
Mrs. J. J. Goforth, expect to leave in
a few days for their old home in Win-fielKan., called there by the serious Illness "of their mother.
Word has been received here that
the Madrid coal mines are on fire and
that the Santa Fe Central, which gets
Its coal from these mines, will cont
fiscate all the coal now In transit
along
This may mean a general tie-uTART the new year with a clean
unless arrangements can
ine cut-ofbe made at once to secure coal from
mind and a clean bodyl
some ctlfer source.
Most people are very neat
The storru will cause some delay in
and clean in their outward
the matter of track laying, but it
stopped the steam Fhovel work here appearance, but how about the inside?
only one dav. If there Is no liad
Are you clean inside?
lucic to Sjinder,
It is thought the
And if not, how can you face the New
shovel work. will be completed In Year with clean thoughts,
clear Intelliaboot six weeks.
gence, a fair, Just, and bright mind, and

ALL

LOTS

WITHDRAWN FROM THE MARKET UNTIL FEBRUARY
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Perea Addition advanced
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25 per lot

Look out for a big Real Estate move-

ment this year
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BIG PROFITS WILL BE MADE IN UNIMPROVED CITY LOTS

-

OFFICE:

105 S. 2nd Street

jiar--

SURETY I'mfESTMEMT G., Owners,

TIMELY TRUTHS TOLD
THOUGHTLESS

PARENTS

QftEAT NEED IN MANY PLACES
THAT
CHILDREN
ATTEND
MORE REGULARLY

AT SCHOOL.

la looking over the school report

your full share of capacity for work and
enjoyment. "
The holidays are over and everybody's
had a good time perhaps a little too much
of a good time. Over-eatiand overdrinking have been the rule ever since
Thanksgiving Day.
Many people get little exercise In winter
Ind
and breathe much stuffy,
side air.
At the same time they eat too much rich
and indigestible food, while fresh fruit and
fresh vegetables are scarce in the market.
So stomach and bowels are liable to be

had papers o
Htes, compat
"OHO

pleasant
others.

company

to

.

and

themselves

over-taxe- d.

over-stuffi-

say"

But, you
I'll take a course.. of
Spring medicine to clean me out next
'
,
April."
Not'cbniiuexiug youi duty to yourself
and family, isn't it certain that to leave
the body full of poison all winter, and
then suddenly attempt to force out all
impurities by one violent attack is dangerous, absurd and unreasonable?
Keep clean inside all the.time.
That's
the simple solution.
If you can not diet, or keep your mechanism going by proper exercise, the
alternative Is to take Cascarets,
the sweet, fragrant, harmless little vegetable tablets, that "act like exercise " on
your bowels, and gently but powerfully
clean out and disinfect the whole digestive canal.
A Cascaret every night before going to
bed will "work while you tleep" and
make you "feel fine in the morning."
If you have been neglecting yourself
for some time, take a Cascaret night and
morning and break up the "constipated
habit " without acquiring a " cathartic
habit."
nt

i

long-taile-

ts

French-design-

GROWING

'SPITE J

MOSQUITOES

J

jiij
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-

f life

busi-lies.-
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that 1906 will furnish the
asive nroof that yellow fever can- t gain a fotthold under the mosaulto
Method of treatment and that in reality the past epidemic was a blessing
In disguise.
When it Is noted that shares in the
New Orleans Cotton Exchange
are
now worth $14,000 each, whereas five
years ago they wore worth less than
that shares in the New Orleans
Stock Exchange which are now worth
$10,000 were worth only $100 a year
ago; and that shares in the New Orleans Hoard of Trade which are now
worth $250, three years, ago were but
$10 each, a more significant light
is
shed on our financial and Industrial
situation than perhaps would be by
any other series or facts that could
be taken together.
I believe that these facts are conclusive proof that next year will see
greater commercial development than
any other year "has ever shown.
The business of the New Orleans
speculative world for the next half
dozen years will be to discount the
benefits that will accure from the
completion of the Panama canal.
The increase In street railway receipts of $1,000 a day for the fall
months of this year compared witn
the fall months of last year, show
how our population is growing. I believe New Orleans will have a population of 3(55,000 people at the close of
conrv-iev-e

published in our last Issue, we find
some items that cull for action. This
action must come in most part from
the parents. The item we refer to
are those "neither absent nor tardy."
That a room with an enrollment of 67
should only have 9 who are neither
absent nor tardy, or that a room in
the higher grades, with an enrollment
of 61 should have only 8 that are
neither absent nor tardy, is startling.
We believe that a little extra
thought and action on the part of the
Clog up, stretch and paralyze the large
parents can remedy this. It should be
it with undi
remembered that in graded schools, Intestine by
each day's work is but a part that gested food, so it can not carry off the
makes up the whole. To lose a day useless refuse, and it "backs up" the
.
or a lesson impairs the child's ability i sewage, and. compels. the
small intestine
to go on. A day's work in these to absorb the poison of decaying matter,
schools is like the rails on a railroad; they carry the child from one instead of wholesome nourishment.
Cascarets are sold by all druggists. 10c,
grade to another, just as the rails
That's what must happen. Isn't it plain 25c and 50c. The 10c size trial box is a
carry the train from one station to as day?
neat fit for the vest pocket or lady's purse.
another. If a rail be broken or dis'
What's the result?
Be sure to get the genuine, with the
placed there is either delay or a
Nearly everybody "gains in flesh" in
"
wreck, and sometimes both. It Is
d
Con the box and the letters
just as true of the child in the work the winter time, but it's pussy fat not "CCC" on each tablet. They are never
of mastering the grades. To lose a healthy flesh and muscle. The liver gets
sold In bulk.
day or a lesson Is to ifvite future
Inactive; the bile doesn't "work off";
t rouble.
the eyes get yellow; the skin gets dead
For such reports to go out Is unjust
like putty and pale like dough, with boils,
FREE TO OUR FRIEND!
to Farmington as an educational
W
want to send to oar frftnrJs a brantifal
to break
town. Our parents, as a rule, have an pimDles, blackheads, liver-spoBONBON BOX
admirable civic pride. When there is the monotony.
in color. It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Tn cents in stamps is asked as a
anything to be done, for Furmingtou,
Dizziness, headaches, blurred vision,
meaiar of gucd faith and to cover cost of Cascarets
they respond with a will and unanwhich tins dainty trinket is loaded,
ti t
imity that is most pleasing. In this foul breath, sleeplessness and a temper with
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
matter of better and more prompt like a wilii cat make such persons very Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.
attendance you have a chance to help
not only your own town, but. vour
chlia as well. We appeal to your
civic pride and your sense of duty
OF
IN
to your child to see that on next
month's report no such figures appear. Make an extra effort to see
that your child is there each dav
BY E. F. KOHNKE,
tnd on time. Farmington Hustler.
New Orleans
Board of
President
Soothing and Comforting.
Trade.
The soothing and comforting eftVcis
i DoWitt's Witch Hazel Halve, when
The punt year has been one of the
ipplied to Piles, cuts, holla, etc subii'ost successful in all business lines
dues pain almost instantly. This Salve in
the history of New Orleans. The
draws out the inflammation, reduces large
outside buying of real estate by
swelling and acts as a rubefacient
seeking entho various railroads
thus circulating the blood through the trance
and facilities has turned loose
diseased parU, permitting or aiding a
lull $10,0o0.'mhi In cash, which
Nature to permanently remove the money
Is now In the hands of our lotrouble entirely. Sold by all drug- cal
people for reinvestment in all Ingists.
viting securities.
The price of real estate has appreLELAND AND
fully 75 per cent during Hie
PATTERSON MARRIAGE. ciated
Cyrus Iceland and Miss Margart past year.
In spite of the yellow fever epi
Patterson were united in marriage on
effectually con- Christmas night at Roswel, and thus demic, which wasstamped
troled and then
out before
two of the leading families in that the
'
frost, our bank clearOh
'
city were In a manner united, for the ings coming of $13,000,000
the,
U
were
for
but
,
less
Mr.
Mrs.
U
of
bride
and
the daughter
year ended November 30th' last, than
ft
l"
Ia
l lllin
J. F. Patterson and the groom the for the
previous year euded on that
Judge
.on of
Howard I.eland.
E. F. KOHNKE.
date. This is but the average clear-- !
ings of a single week, showing that '
New Tailor fehop.
of the city on laud which had preA. J. Morelll. the weii Known tailor but one week's business was lost.
bvard of trade would probably viously been of little value. AH of
has reopened a tailor shop on North beThe
a unit in asserting" that the belt out river front is needed for wharves
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and rerair ladies' ana railroad which it hag secured for this to handle the import and export
gents' clothing. Suits made to order city is the greatest achievement in its
I ilieve
that during l!iMl there
Patronage of former customers solicit history and the one which will lead
:o the most lasting and profitable re- will ,e larye investments of outside
ed.
sults, because it will build un nianu- - CHntral In hi- - manufacturing indiu.
fueturing Industrie all alui the reartries.
Try a Citizen waat aj for results.
over-heate-

D. K. B. SELLERS
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
Department of the Interior, United
btates Land Office, Santa Fe, N.

4

Nash Electrical Supply C&,

M., Dec. 29, 1905.

Notice is iiereby given that the fol
lowuiK-uauieclaimant Has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
Sections lfi and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (2
Stats., 854), as amended
by tne act or February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
l.e made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on the
8th day of February, 1906, Vis:
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the
Small Holding Claim No. 1076, in
Sees. 9 and 10. T. 6 N., K. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
K88eesion of said tract
for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.;
Pedro rtWlegoBuf Tome, N. M.; Jose
Aragon y Hernal. of Tome, N. M.;
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
against the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof hhould not be allowed will he
given an oPiortunlty at the
190H.
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
Always Increases the Strength! , and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
A reasonable amount of food thor thai submitted by claimant.
oughly digested and properly assimi
MANUEL K. OTERO,
lated
will
always
Register.
increase the
strength. If your stomach is a "little
o
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
off Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
what you eat and enable the digestive
organs to assimiliate and transform
(Small Holding Claim No. C55.) ..
g
all food Into
blood. Department of the Interior, United
Kodol relieves Sour Stomach, BelchStatus Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
M., Dee. 29, 1905.
ing, Heart-lltirand all forms of lidl- gestlon. Palatable and strengthening.
Notice Is 'hereby given that the fol- Sold by all druggists.
uwiiiK uauien claimant Has rued notice of his intention to make final
MADRID COAL MINERS
proor in BitpiMirt of his claim under
TAKEN TO TRINIDAD. Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
On account of tho fire In tue Co- 3. I MM (2 stats., 54), as amended
lorado Fuel & Iron company's mine by the act. of February 21, 1893, (27
at Madrid, N. M.. which necessitated Siats., 4701. and that said proof will
the closing down of the mine and the be made before V. S. Court Commisthrowing of a number of men out sioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on the
of work, a hunch of miners were ship- Kth day of February,
190G,
Vis:
ped in hero this morning and taken Koniulo Aragon y Iiaea. agent of Terin charge by Kohert O'Nell. the !v esa Maca y (tarda de Aragon, for the
cal superintendent,
who will distrib- Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25,
ute them through the l.as Animas T. 7 N- - it. 2 K and Sec. 30, T. 7 N..
country mines to work temporarily K. 3 K.
until the other mine can be opened,
He names the following witnesses'
sayb the Trinldud Chronicle. The to prove his actual continuous adminers at Madrid who were thrown verse possession of said trat for
out of work by the fire are all being t weiii y years rext preceding the surtaken care of in this state as near vey of the township, viz:
un possible, in oruer
kafael Ourule, of peraba. N.. 1.;
that the men
may not have to bet-ithe new year Arihiiiio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N.
without work. They are all expert M.; (iregorlo Aragon, of Valencia, N
workmen, too. and the company does M
Francisco Aragon y Iiaea, it
not care to loe them.
Vale iii'U, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
May Live 100 Years.
the allowance of said proof, or
The chances for living a full
wlio knows of any substantial reason
are excellent In the case of Mrs. against the laws and regulations of
Jennie Duncan of Hayuesville, Mo., the Interior 'Department why such
now 70 years old. She writes: "Elec- lipnf should not be
will lie
tric Hitlers cured my of chronic dy- ; v . ii an opportunity allowed
at the
spepsia of Ai years' standing, and
time and place to
made me fJe as well and strong as a
the witnesses of said claimant,
young girl'
fleet rlc Hitters cure and to offer evldeneo in rebuttal of
Stomae.i and I. her Diseases, ISlood that submitted by claimant.
disorders. General Debility and bodily
MANTEL It. OTERO,
weakness. Sold .Mi a guarantee at all
Register.
5Qc.
uiy
druggy. j.ri,.e
Perfection Attained.
Rosnell elks Vo give
I'erlection can only be attained In the
hagerman. physical
banquet
allowing Nature to approAfa meeting of .thf- ltoiwell lodge priate andby not
dissipate her own t
f flks the other evening, t ''"as definitely decided to give a tnquet to ':urees Cathartics gripe, weaken
while IeWiit'B Little Kearly
' '"t' ernor-elec- t
Hrl..,
l dmn-rniHt- i
Th! afTair was placed in tbVbandfi of Hirers simply expel all putrid matter
a Special committee, who w Ik niake and Hie, thus allowing the liver to asactivity, (rood for the
arrangements,
if pefrjole, the sume normal VV.
How,
H.
Houston.
baiquc t will be given ofi o night complexion.
' Fur years I have used
before. Mr. Hugerumn lea-e- :
Hoswell Tex., says:
my
i'ills
tn
faniilv
Little Karly liiser
or the territorial ca.riltl
labium, k
No beiier pill enn le ned for constidruggists.
Try a Citize n want ad.
1
pation." Si 'lil t'.v all
1
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ELECTRICAL

O;

rro:

CONTRACTORS

Will do a general electrical contracting business in New
Mexico and Arizona. Communicate with us for everything

electrical.
All kinds of wiring, building of transmission
lines, installing and modernizing of lighting and power
plants. Estimates promptly and cheerfully given. Agents
for Westmghouse Electric. & Mrg. Co. Motors, generators,
transformers.

o

Office and Store 506 West Railroad
'
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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OLD

WAGONS
J.Korljer&Co.

tissue-buildin-
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WHOLESALE
nd RETAIL
Albuquerque, N.
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all glasses prsscribad

fcy as.

Bebbsr Optical Co.
GOLD
115

AVE.

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.
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THE PINNACLE

t
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to
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WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee

enn-tur-

cross-examin-

KICKGBY

e

OF HUMAN SKILL

has been reached in our carriages,
buggies and spring wagons. The only
wa ythey can ever be better is to
raise the pinnacle elevate the standardand even then our vehicles will
be found at the top. They're not so
high in prices, though, as to be ouf
of the reach of most vehicle users.
Let us quote you figures.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
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The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Ave noe

Fines! Whiskies
Wines, Brandies, Etc.

0

SAMPLE AND 0
CLUB ROOMS
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Subscribe for the Citfeea and Get the News
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Tho Clmen proudly presents to i's readers a V
Now Year's Rift it has Ion been endeavoring to v
It i an increased telegraphic service T
A certain number "1
from tho Associated Press.
afternoon papers, on the same circuit was necessary to Benin? this added service. That number
this writing It is
bu at last been secured. addedAt service
will begin
not poBitive whether the
today, which Is a holiday, or will begin tomorrow.
But tho service has been secured, and The C'lU.cn
congratulates its renders nnd Itself.
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Year
Happy New readers

a Quiet Hour
Am3 Tlhink It Over

HERE THURSDAY, JANUARY 4
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Gets PLeal
In

WorM

The announcement, of 'he coming

of the Kilties band, who will give on:
concert at. tne Klks' opera house on,
Thursday. January t. will be welcome
news to all lovers if music. Tnis organization Is one 'of the most won!
derful of its kind In the world. It!
is acknowledged by press and pulpit,
8b the foremost of all concert hands.
lis members were selected from the
five crack regimental bands of the
Dominion of Canada., and Its personnel
Includes, aside from its bandsmen, a
voices, Blx
vocal choir of fifteen
Highland dancers, a number of bagpipers and a giant drum major.
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Origin and Kind of
Danish Hign Schools
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flakes,

"If it continues this way very long,"
said a well known Albuquerque sheep
man, 'ou top of what has already
fallen, and which has not had time to
melt, it Is going to cause many losses
of sheep on the ranges In this portion
of fhe country, especially east of
Grants nnd Magdalena. and In the
mountains east of here. With tbe
grass covered by snow, there will lie
thousands of sheep starve to death
unless the weather moderates and the
snow mtlts very rapidly within the
next few days."
An old settler of Albuquerque, who
h.is resided here since the Santa Fe
railroad was built through this part
of the country iu the eighties, said:
"Wo have had more snow here this
winter so far than we have ever had
before since I canie lo this part of
the country. II Is unprecedented, almost.
The total amount of snowfall
,1 Ills winter has been greater than for
any winter fifteen years previous to
this."
A Kio Grande
valley farmer who
was In the city today, said:
"This snow storm will make the
hearts of ihe farmers glad. More
snow, more moisture, and we can't
get too much moisture. Enough rain
and biiow iias already fallen to secure us abundant water next spring
and summer, but the more the merrier."
The Albuquerque street cars experienced quite a bit of trouble during
the day. On several occasions they
had to'liack up and make a run to get
through the snow that covered the
tracks. As the snow continued falling, the trouble increased, but other
than that, the cars were forced to
move at a snail's pace, the service
was not interrupted.
It is evident that today's snow storm
Is the most severe of the winter, the
snow already being of a greater depth
for tho space of time it has fallen than
for any previous fall this winter.
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J

Sleighing was excellent this afternoon, and several parties enjoyed cutter rides. To the Jingle of sleigu-bell- s
and merry voices, some thor-

with

last
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They're made to wear aa well ..a

"concourse of
As we sell

'Remember,

if rotlghly

ordinary usage, any of these Instruments will

and Ellington.

Victor

pleasing, too.
.

making piano will

Chickering Hros., Hush

to give forth

sweet

them, even the buyer

we buy for cash

that

eye

They're

sounds."
s

purse smiles.

Is why we ca.D

please you.

See us before you buy.

a

LEARN A RD & LINDEMANN'S
Established

THE- SOUARR

in 1900.
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And one again the "beautiful

'lescetided upon' Albuquerque, coven
the surrounding country to a denth is
everal inches. At a little after lY
o'clock the first traces of snow were
visible, and by noon it was coming
own in a steady steam of extra large

a melody

handled, but

mond.

r--ii

THE CITY AND RIO GRAN
LEY NOW A MANTLE O'

All

oooo ooooooooooooo oooooooo

OF THE OFFICERS WHO
WILL GUIDE THE DESTINIES OF
INFANT FOR FIRST YEAR.

FALL OF

4

M. MANDELL,

NAMES

VERY HEAVY

Mia

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

I

The lnterscbolastle Oratorical association was organized In this city
Saturday evening last, by the election of. the following officers, for the
ensuing year.
Superintendent
President
J. E.
Clark, Albuquerque.
vice President Lulher Foster, of
tho Agricultural and Mechanical college at Mesilla Park.
O
Secretary
Prof. Ru
pert F. Asplund, of the xniversity of
sew .iexico.
The next oratorical eontesl will be
held at Las Vegas next year luring
me meeting ot the Educational assoi
ciation,

if

To

mo4Koooo
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SATURDAY, JANUARY

A packed bouse
greeted the Bioscope entertainment at the new theater last, night. The entertainment
was one of the most interesting ever
given In the city, and fully deserves
the patronage given It. The audience
was highly pleased with every feature of the evening's entertainment,
from the performance of the up to
date maglsclan to the moving pictures showing the Sioux Falls fire department In action. So great was the
crowd yhen tho theater was opened
that Manager Bear, owing to the
crush, had to slop selling tickets, the
house speedily being filled ft) Its ca- Z
pacity. Probably 200 people had to
lie turned away. Dally Argus-Ieader- ,
Sioux Falls, S. I).
At the Elks' theater Saturday night,
January C.
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In fiict, every
The Citizen hopes that all Ha
Albuquerqiienn has had a merry Christ mas. and it now
wishes them a happy New Year.
This paper has completed another prosperous year
in its history, saddened, it Is true, by the leath of its
long-tim- e
editor; but such Is the Tate of all. ,The
In a few years
builders die, yet the work goes on.
now read its
who
and
those
Citizen
those who make The
pages, will have alike entered upon the journey from
which none return, and the places which now know us
Let us take what we
will know us no more forever.
present but neither
the
using
thankful,
be
have and
regretting the past nor fearing the future.
The Citizen takes this occasion to thank Its readers
and its advertisers for the liberal patronage received
during the year, and for the cordial approval bestowed
The approval hiis
pon the paper s efforts and olieles.
up
our
hands in the
cheered us on our way, has held
of the
arduous labors we have given to the
city, county and territory; and has enabled us neither to
falter nor to grow weary in the steadfast maintenance
or the policy deemed by us best calculated to please our
readers and to benefit them in all their thoughts, words
and acts. To the patronage of our advertisers Is duo the
Whether
can do because they have never tried.
fact that The Citizen continues to be the largest ttnd
your talents are great or small, whether you have
best paper published in New Mexico.
genius and fire or simply good muscles, remember
The Citizen earnestly desires that 1'JOt. shall bring
that it. is worm wnne io muse iuii use ui mem.
peace, prosperity and happiness to all who live In AlbuA nation is onlv strong as It grows and It. grows only as
querque, that the present year shall Aitncss the largest Its units Inhabitants grow and advance and prosper.
growth this city has ever known, that hurmony may rhinlt it over.
And register a vow to dig your toes in
dwell among the people, that poverty may become even for a fresh start.
shall hide i's
less than at present, that wrong-doin- g
diminished head, that higher ideals shall be adopted by
0000XXXXXCOCXX30C000X5000
all, that in the heart of each shall rule and reign love
8
for God and mnn, with practical exhibition in daily lift
ElealflSBUs
in a word, may Albuuuerqueans during the year VJUfi be
as happy, prosperous and virtuous as the Inevitable
Fictiioirfc
vicissitudes of life may permit.
For Itself, The Citizen wishes it may serve Its city
and her people, its readers and pat inns, even better than
OCKXXXXCKC0X00000XKCX00 to
it has done during the past, not by change of methods
Realism in fiction is rapidly approaching its highest
and policies, but by such enlargement of facilities as
A literary woman, arrested for abstracting artiIdeal.
increased prosperity in y permit.
cles from a store, offers the plea In extenuation that she
was merely seeking local color for a story of shoplifting.
Many persons and papers are accustomed lo rldleuU Perhaps she might plead thai, at the worst, shoplifting
the prevalent practice of making good resolutions, or for literary effect Is mere plagarism, to which Shakesswearing off, as it is termed, at the beginning of the peare, Emerson, Elbert Hubbard and other literary notayear.
Yet the only objection to sucli practice is that bles have been notoriously addicted without infraction
it Is not more prevalent than it is.
Perhaps the conditions of which
of the criminal laws.
There are three classes of people. those who re
when she said Amercomplained
recently
Mrs.
Atherton
solve to turn over a new leaf with the beginning of the
year, and keep the resolution: those who resolve, but fail ican literature was too respectable, are thus being
to keep the,resolutioa..lhe failures following the reso remedied.
lution at varying lengths of effort; and those who make
Several Illustrious writers of the present day turned
no resolutions because satisfied with their present con tramps in order to gain material for their stories.. Not
duct and condition.
of
in search
long a go a western literary enthusiast
Of course, the first class are most to be commended.
spent a night in a jail cell.
It Is not known
"color"
Hut the second are largely deserving of praise, if their that .Mr. Horuiing ever practiced burglary or that Miss
They de
unkept resolutions were formed in sincerity.
Hallle Erniinie Rives ever suniitted her unused lips to
serve pity but should not be ridiculed.
It is undeniable "transfiguring kisses," but there may now be ground for
,
that v
Fortunately, tho class of novelists who kill
suspicion.
t
It's better lo resolve and fall
people by wholesale In their pages have not deemed It
Than never to resolve at all.
In their color, else the earth
'Metaphysicians formerly grouped the activities ot so important to be exact
It Is some
would hum since have been depopulated.
tliu human mind under three heads intellect, senslbiti
man.
what comforting to reflect that maybe the hold-u- p
ties or emotions, and will. On any subject the intellect whose revolver confronts your face at a dark place on
This in turn arouses the sen the street. Is only some zealous student of the emotions
must first be informed.
sibilities and the resultant emotion acts upon the will preparing
for the day when he may turn author anu
We see Borne fruit for sale. 1..e mind is informed tnat thrill you and take your money without waiting out in
It
Cor
(there.
'.the fruit is
Then a desire an emotion
the "OM,
springs ui) and we say we want the fruit.
The will
There is high genius in the Idea, and It has a wider
then comes into play and we walk into the store aim application than may be suspected.
What a wealth of
- purchase It.
This is the invariable process in ull human local color the life insurance presidents acquired to lend
actions.
realism to their tales of fiction told on the witness stand!
I
t' Now the man realizes that certain tilings Jn his con Cassie
Chadwick hak threatened and threatened to wrlie
Following
duct are wrong or ought to lie made better.
a book out of her experiences.
Hut Cassie Is Just out
this conies the desire to mnke them better. Then fol side the border line of literary genius for her
story
will
be
with the determination that they shall
Jows the
is to be a mere result, not the cause, of her misdoings
belter. The man who makes no resolut Ion, either fails to
,so she goes to the penitentiary instead of into the
see the error of his course or he has sunken so low tual and
ranks of the Immortals of realism.
he din's not consider Improvement desirable. The trouble
with tho man who resolves and fails is not in bis in
000000XX00XOCK
He sees the good and desires it
tellecl or his emotions.
Under the stress of temptation
but his will is weak.
and habit, he falls, and probably no one regrets it more
than himself.
The Citizen earnestly urges eacli of its readers to
The London Post.
look well into life and heart, to condemn the bad and
.resolve for the better, and then to strengthen the will
by avoidance of evil places and by throwing around the
The Danish 'high school" was the outcome of a
intluences exerted by good
will all i lie restraining
recent period in Danish history when the nation passed
lliouglii, good people and good places.
through a crucial period of trouble, loss and humiliation,
when its language and even its nationality were threatVfta
ened from without, and when it seemed for a time as if
Just hy the world should become maudlin over the even Us Intellectual and spiritual Independence might be
fact that Uoht. Fit zsinimous was defeated by an aulas destroyed or absorbed.
During such periods, when "the
s,
onhit who retired him from business, and that lie then reproof of chance" lay heavy on one of tho smaller
lost his wife, Is past finding out. The soprtlng fraternity
the tint! proof of its men and women was tested
argues tiat KHz has always fought fair and honest. Itut lo the utmost, and Denmark at this crisis in its history
lias the game readied siu'h depths that it lias ticconu was not found wanting. After the storm hail passed and
necessary to build a halo about a bruiser who made the province of Schleswig-llolstcl- n
hail been wrested
money by slugging and who never sold out the public
from the nation, tirotwig and oilier patriots conceived
It would be Just as logical to sob over the business col- and carried out the "nigh school" scheme, and succeeded
lapse of plain John Henry Sniitn, who has sold sausages
nally in atiraciiug to these schools all that was best and
good, honest sausages.
Itut John Henry couldn't gt
niiftl aspirutional in the life of the peasantry and peoHis wife could ple. The aim of the teachers was not so much to imparl
more iliau two lines in a court record.
elope every day and twice on Sunday, without causin
'lowledgi.- a to stimulate the reflective powers, so hj to
i: rouse in the minds of their pupil
a ripple off their block.
thoughts on the value
The truth of the mutter Is that Fitz lias been fol and purpose of life.
years lu a business so morally debusing that one by one
With this object in view the founders of the scheme
the states, impelled by decency or forced by public sen took into spi'cial consideration when choosing their
timent, have outlawed it. Today prize lighting, which '.caching staff the persona), qualities of the teacher, the
is almost as elevating as stabbing bulls lu a
amount of magnetism iu his personality, bo to speak, and
bull Unlit, is all but crowded out of America.
Fitz placed these qualifications above those of academic atfought many tight and got his money.
He has always tainments.
The warden, or head of each school is the
worked calmly and energetically for Mr. Fltzslmmous. host and head of the family gathered together under his
A lot of uive.l and a desire to confound his ethics led roof; for the students board in his house during
the
iiim into the prize ring at a time when he should hae school terms.
As most of the pupils are drawn from
ben seeking a cosy nook by the fireside. There should the class of agricultural laborers ami small farmets, they
lie some provision for prize fighters to get into the greattake the winter term from .November till April, and the
grandfather stakes at 4i.
it would seem, under the wouitii the summer term from May to August.
The
circumstances, highly fitting and proper for Mr.
course is really a two years' one, but it is at the option
to take his tears and tilt bleeding heart, and of the pupils to attend for a term only.
The Inclusive
get out of the limelight.
He Is delaying the show.
cost for txjard and teaching is $8.25 a month ,and the
poorest of the students who cunnot save enough to Py
Success Magazine for January: The struggle to gel tils bum, or cannot afford to spend so much time away
away from poverty lias been a great
from their farms without pecuniary assistance, are helpHad every human being been bum with a silver spoon ed by the state with about
of their expenses.
in his mouth had there been no necessity put upon him
Had
to work the race would still U In itH infancy.
Very Many Thanks.
everybody in this county been born
Hoy (who has been out to eat) Mrs. Freeman's
ours would
The vast, resources of our cake is better than ours, mamma.
be one of the dark ages.
land would still bo undeveloped, the gold would si ill be
Mamma 1 hojie yuu said "thank you" nicely.
Hoy oh, yes, Diauima; I said it five times.
iu the mine, and our great cities would iill be in the
Civilization owes more to the
forest and the quarry.
Mamma
You need only to have said it once, dear.
perpetual struggle of man to get away from poverty than
Roy Hut I had five pieces of cake, mamma. Lon-llo- u
to anything else,.
Puucli.
v

1.

Amusements..

If New Year, which has come to be generally
as a holiday, served no other purpose than to give the
human race a breathing spell and time to think, It
would be worth while. When the year ends, things
business nnd social come almost to a halt ami It Is
a fine plan to cut out errors nnd extra vngances,
follies, deceit, bad methods, nnd give right a 'rial.
What have you been doing with yourself?
nave you worked well and falthlully?
Have you
Did you know thnt there was such a
done your duty?
thing as duty?
Have you used unclenn methods In
business?, Have you charged "all that the traffic will bear" and salved your conscience with the fact
that "other men do these things?"
Have you been a
good citizen?
Have you lived, acted and thought right?
Have you been alive to the fact that you owe something
beyond the mere payment of your taxes to your
city, state nnd nation?
Most of
Perhaps you work with your hands.
us do.
Have yon been cheerful, thoughtful ana
energetic; or a time server and a human grouch,
intent on drawing salary unu giving as time m
You'll find one or more of these
return as possible?
fellows in nearly every shop and they are a curse. They
discourage effort and kill the Joy that should lie In en
SupjMise you take time this evening to find
deavor.
will
If you are going up, thought
where you are.
You will want
give you new courage and Inspiration.
You will map out more worlds
to tight all the harder.
to conquer and you will glory In your power to
If you are going down, perhaps a
do and lie.
panorama of your faults spread out in gloomy array
will bring a splash of red to your face and sting
you to make the most of the sidy and brain 'hat
only awau intelligent direction anu use o icat;
you a success.
John D. Rockefeller drew forty millions
Oil. yes!
He ground It from the peo
in dividends In IWiTi.
You art; not trying John I). Rockefeller,
Cut. that out:
hut you, the fellow you see in the mirror, the man you
About half the
Wake up!
know stripped to the soul.
They do not realize the
people you meet are torpid.
possibilities for Joy and accomplishment, there are
They, do not know what they
In their bodies.
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IF YOU ARE "ON THE

FENCE"
as to the smoke question dissatisfied
with the cigars you've been buying, or
with their price if their quality suited
you make just one move:
Invest
Just one nickel in WHITE LILY and
your mind will be made up In less
than five minutes that that is the
cigar for you and your "daily expense
account." You can buy the WHITE
LILY by the box of fifty for $2.00. A
few puffs will make you want more.
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See the Albuquerque fire department run, the great Spanish bull fight,
the fire bug, great mine disaster, wonderful automobile trip, the Russian
revolution at Odessa, etc., Russia and
Japanese war scene's.
Fifty up to
date comic subjects.
ticket.

25c,

:1,1c

Special

and

iifie.

RAILROAD

CHRISTMAS

COOKING.

The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especial!- - for cake
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular. Its favor Ig flue and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family

LIFE MOTION PICTURES.

Indies free

RICHARDS

i13'2 WEST

Company

Prices

J

A.

Bioscope

10c.
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flour.

Children,

with each paid

re

114

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale .Agent

J

Engagement

ELKS' THEATRE
Thursday Eve,
JANUARY

THE

4th

Kilties; Band
OF
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LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

CANADA

FURNITURc,

Assisted by the famous
CLAN JOHNSTONE TROUPE
of Pipers and Dancers.

CROCKERY,
AND

RANGES

Borradaile

The musical event of the season.
oughly enjoyable excursions were
;nc, 7rc and $1. S.'a's on
Prices
taken about the city's, streets and out sale at Matson's
Wednesday, .laniw
through the adjoining couutry.
ary :!, at
o'clock.

STOVES

& Co.

l

ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

BARGAINS.

The undersigned, having purchased
the millinery stock of Parker & Fleming, will close out all unsold v inter
tiats at prices that, will move ihem
quickly. All untrimiiied ' hats, 2.")C.
Street hats, alio. Trimmed hats, your
choice of any in the store Jl.im. These
goods must be closed out lit once, as
my new stock is expected very shortly.

ooooocococjcxodoockxxxxxx;
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Sutests

MRS STEWARD-LAMNo. 21u South Second street.

.

MILL

1

WOOD

KINDLING

Subscribe for The Cltlien and get
the news.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
San: a

Faln-ie-

Rtrbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.

jid

o

MELIN I

A

TELE-

,0

are oiug east. (Vny
not? Tho holiday rates are low. Ask !q
at Panta Fe tlchet office for fu.l par

!f

get

Subscribe for The Citizen
the news.

I

&.

EAKIN,

oi.

t,

Armllo Bulldlna.

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

i
7,

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moat A
Chandon Whit Seal Champagne. St. I,oula A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltx Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogs aad
Price Jjst. Automatic Telephone. 19. salesroom, IU Soutti Mrst
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Of course you

licmarg.

noom in

ooov

W.H.Hafm&Co
Beats the Music Cure.
rites
"To keep the body In tune,"
Mrs. Hen Brown, 1!0 Lafayetto Place,
Poughkeepsle, N. Y
"I take Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They are the
most reliable and pleasant laxalivtt i
have found." Ilest for the Stomach,
Liver and Bowels. Ouaranteen by all
druggists. 25c.

STROfO BLOCK.

YOU

The Colorado Telephone Co.

BOTH 'PHONES
wcxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxy

0. W. Strong's Sons

HAVE

PHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
you to order groceries; call
the physician; perform goclnl duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Lw n
:ell you about it.

S6.00 Per Ton
COKE

2

Bad Weathei

American Block

Auto phuue. 316.

Bell phoue, 116.

A. BORDERS,
Black

Residence

Auto

phone.

Commercial Clo
CITT UNDBttXAItER.

J

lit

rurl, Director and etlmer

ot Whits Hsarta, IM

0

No

q
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WERE CONFERRED

IS INDEPENDENT

CONTRACLOR

ANOTHER ON THE

THREE DEGREES

ELKS' THEATRE

WATER

Knights of Columbus Messrs. turke and Zink, ot
Pueblo, Give the People
Escorted Large Class Across
Some Pointers.
Mysterious Sands.

No
SCHEME

Join

Manager-W- ill

Circuit Just Yet.
IS

ALL

FOR

IL

WERE

VICTORS

PASO MANY

PktiENT

CONSIDER

A large and representative class of
Knlgltts of Columbus yesterday received the three degrees of this fraternity, which were conferred with
all due solemnity by Council No. Ml
of this city.
The, Knights marched In a Imdy to
the Immaculate Conception church at
morning, where
7 o'clock yesterday
they attended early mass conducted
by Rev'. Father
Rev.
Mandalari.
Father Pouget, of Las Vegas, was to
have lectured, but was unable to be
present.
ruder the direction of Grand Knight
Gnrgan, assisted by Deputy Grund
Knight J. P. McMantis. Chancellor J.
tl. Ollpnant, Joseph McCusker and
Martin Ryan, the following class began with the first degree:
John F. Dooley. Rd. F. McN'ulty,
Chris. Kierstead, John H. I.ebrmann,
Dr. H. C. Kiehl. John P. Ford. Clias.
Knolt, P. .1. Maloney, T. J. Ford. .las.
Hennessy. R. C. McCabe, V. H. Coleman, P. J. Malone. M. Fitzgerald, A.
G. Henuregard, Thos. A. Ortiz, Gallup;
Lavln, Benton DonJas. Hrown,
nelly, M. D. Ilynes, Thos. F. Walsh
and U J. Walsh,
The second degree was exemplified
by P. F. McCanna, P. R. Ward, Scott
Knight, J. H. O RIelly. b. T. Pelaney
and J. L. I.a Drlore. The work start-

The report circulated by the morn
;aper to the effect Unit the Elks
opera house would become a member
iff the circuit which L. M. Crawford,
jftt Topeka, Is striving to make a real- Ity, is a wild one Indeed, for there Is
ns little probability of the local pln'
house falling into line on such a
scheme as there ig of It being moved
to El Paso, especially If 1.. M. Crawford has anything to do with It, because the people of Albuquerque have
not forgotten Crawford when he had
charge of the Neher opera house, and
his "hot air" a few years aManager Matson of the Klk theater. Informed a reporter from The Evening Citizen this morning that Mr.
Crawford had simply broached the
subject to him and that would be
where the matter would undoubtedly
mm.
mr. m a i son said ue
no benefit to be derived from such a
union as it referred to Albuquerque.
It. certainly would bring no more attractions to the city, as the geographical location of New Mexico's metropolis necessarily catches every troupe
travelling in this direction and the
management finds little difficulty in
securing attractions from the booking
with.
agencies at present
Persons familiar with theatrical circuits are no doubt aware that, as a
general thing, they prove detrimental
toward securing the beBt of companies at all times for the reason that
the rule of every circuit Is that a
company must either play all houses
In it or none, and at such rates of
comptisation or commission as the
syndicate, trust or whatever other
name you wish to call the combination demands. There are many travconsequently
eling
organizations
which refuse to play circuit housifi,
because they claim the syndicate want
all the receipts, allowing them but
enough to exist on.
It is obvious why Mr. Crawford Is
so anxious to Induce the local theater
to join hands with him. A large number of companies playing Albuquerque
Instead of going to EI Paso, continue
on to the coast or in the opposite
direction to Kansas City, taking In
Gallup, Prescott and such places. To
form the circuit outlined by Mr. Crawford, would necessarily compel all
such tupes to swing south to El
Paso, causing much additional expense if the towns aforementioned
are to be visited. Such a provision
Would Induce many companies to
change their route to the coast or to
the east, in which case Albuquerque
would find itself with few entertainments in the theatrical line. The manager of the houses which Mr. Crawford wishes to swing into line for the
theatrical relief of El Paso are much
too wlBe to harmonize with him In
learn, which is no
the scheme, he will
new conception ' on Mr. Crawford's
part,' by any means, but rather has
been a pet hobby with him for some
years.
ing

f
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CARLOS

TO DENVER
MATION.

LATER

MtKCHANTS

LEAVE

FOR CRE
POLICE

A complication of diseases growing
out of typhoid fever claimed Carlos
Huning, of the John Becker Company,
at Beieu, yesterday morning at. !t:3u
o'clock alter a lingering Illness.
Carlos Huning was born at Hanover, Germany, 3!t years ago. His
In New Mexico has elapsed over
two periods. He first came to America about fourteen years ago, and
after several years' residence here,
returned to Germany, where he was
married. His second return was three
years ago. He was a nephew of the
late Franz Huning, of Old Albuquerque, and Ixmis Huing of lxs I.uuas.
His own father never came to Amer-tc- a.
The deceased had a large number of friends in this city, who join
the breaved wife In her sorrow.
A' telephone
message from Helen
received at 3 o'clock, says tha the
funerj of Carlos Huning will take
place there tomorrow afternoon at
3:30 o'clock. The body will be buried
here until some time lu the near future, when it will be exhumed and
sent to a Denver crematory. The
a sues may be sent to the old county
for final interment.

NIGHTLY

DISCOVER SUCH

CARELESSNESS
EXISTING AT
DIFFERENT BUSINESS PLACES.
Albuquerque patrolmen have occasion almost nightly to rejtort to headquarters the finding of doors to various places of business unlocked. This
results in considerable apprehension
on the part of the force, as It gives
rise to the suspicions that file place
Is or has been occupied by thieves.
Immediate investigation o nthe part of
the officers has revealed the presence
of no such culprits, nor have the
merchants missed anything up to the
present.
Although good fortune in this respect has been the lot of the care-loaones, it is no reason that such
will continue,
and all concerned
should make sure In the future that
doors to t'helr establishments are securely locked when closing for the day
If serious thefts are to be prevented.
n
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THE BULL HAS AN

BIG
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WORK of

tock

Early as
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followed
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trylna
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and

Get

First

i

Choice
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ALEHEIBT IFM IB E13,

$71,300.00

Out of town
Repairs and

$fi,000.00

305 West Railroad

Im-

provements..

..12,000.00

Avenue

305 West Railroad

$18,000.00

Avenue

Total

$89,300.00
i
SOME GULLIBLE PAPERS
ARE PROVING SUCKERS

WITH GRACIOUS

g

a
"No Xmas Turkey," "Ixist
Snow Storm," "Windlass Pulls Auto
Out of Canyon Diablo.",
The above, and many other scare-hea- d
articles, prepared months ago, In
New York City, by the enterprising
press agent of the Reo Automobile
company, are being, or have been f,ent
broadcast to alt the newspapers In
trej territories of New Mexico and
Arizona, as well as those of tho entire west, and faithful to the
program, Percy Megargel and
David Kassett, representing the Reo
company, who are making a tour of
the western country in a Reo automobile, are getting into all kinds of predicaments, as
by the
Imaginative press ngent, and the
papers of the country are giving the
company much free advertising us a
consequence.
Space In The Evening Citizen, however, Is too aluable to be taken up
with a press agent's account of a prearranged accl lent, mid therefore, we
are not mnk'ng use of tho "copy" sent
in Th last one received is dated

pU R

THANKS TO

In

0 MANY

We

Offer to supply you with anything

$8 China Tea Seta
40c China Salad Bowie

China, at

Decorated Haviland
per cent dlecount.

25c
20

First St. and

65c
40c
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

9l1.71o.2tt
21.ftiKl.uii
5,000.00

$

O. F.
WHISKEY

$1,417,325.48

NY M.

Bottled

Phone

PHARMACY,
Botifpjjones

A. D. Coleman,'

s.

THE

fec.T.

Co.

Troubles

SysElec-

to

Us

OPEN EVENINGS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

216 South Second St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

455.

WHERE TO

Dlstmart,
FRANKFORT. KT.

WELL

PUSTK

Santa Fe Restaurant

MELINI & EAKIN

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
L'Dder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

Agent.

Bol

Bert Moe,

Electrical

Your

Telephoner
Automatic,

Bond.

In

fc

Fixtures and Wiring. Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm
tems; Laboratory Testa and Experiments; Transmission and
tric Traction Lines; Electric Pumping Plants Installed.

O.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo, ss.
I. W. S. Strickler, vice president
and cashier of the above named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Cash.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 30th day of December, A. D. 1905.
R. M. MERRITT,
Notary Public.
Correct: Attest:
Solomon Luna,
Geo. A mot,
J. C. Baldridge,
Directors.

ALBUQUERQUE,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Electrical Supplies.
Repair Work a Specialty.

THE CELEBRATED

150,000.00
48,538.29
1.218.7S7.19

o.

Southwestern Electric and Construction

' $1,417,325.48

Liabilities:
Capital Stock paid In
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

U

f

T

0000000CC2J

Roderick Stover, Pres.

AVE.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

tl,359.58

South second street.

Proprietor ALVARADO
'
Gold At.

$151
$353

Steam Cereal Cooker
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harnea

:!92,t55.7o

Tt.

.

PROGRESSIVE DRUGGISTS

25c
20c

$1

,

$

DT

A

B. H. BRIGGS &CO.,

6

75c Glaaa Berry Sett
35o Giata Water Pitcher
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamp

N. M.

7TT

A

9

8tove....$8.75

Blue Flame Oil

$8.75

At the close of business December
.'loth, 1905, January 1st, I9utj, being

119

Special Prices
On the Following
Refrigerators

$12

Bank of Commerce
Resources:
Loans and Discounts
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixtures..
Due from other banks...
Cash on hand

TUT

In

our line, at prices that are fair and
quare, and we are now making

REPORT OF CONDITION
of the , ,

a holiday.

WE WISH THEM ALL A

PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

from wijuHlow.

of Albuquerque,

PATRONSFOR THEIR LIBERAL

PATRONAGE,

Automatic Phone. 19$.

P. H. Rhodes, superintendent of the
TERM. Pullman service on the Santa Fe,
Auburn, N. Y., Jan. I. M. C. ial-me- r, Superintendent B. F. Manger of the
charged with misappropriating Harvey system, and C. M. Smith, au- the funds of the American Exchange ditor for the Harvey system, are a!
National Hank of Syracuse, of which trio of Albuquerque men who withe was president, was found guilty nessed a bull get It back at the bull
by a jury today. He wits sentenced fighters at Juarez
Mr.'
yesterday.
to five years in the Auburn prison, 1 Rhodes, in describing the tragedy.
but was remanded to the custody of said Miat tho victim was the. man who
tie United hiates marshal, pending greets the bull as it enters the arena,!
an appeal.
with the painful banderilla.s. lie had
just thrust tht darts into the beast
SWITZERLAND'S NEW
and was Lacking away, when he
TARIFF. HITS US. stumbled and fell. He had hardly
Hern, Switzerland, Jan. 1. The new reached the ground
the bull
Swiss tariff, wnich goes into it feci bad its horn into him,before
just below the
Mill considerably' affect Amerigirdle. Blood gushed from Ihe wound.
can goads. The United States re- in a torrent, but a torreador got the
ceive the benefit of the most favored tieast away before more harm was
nation clause, but this permits of an done. Two doctors and attendants
increase of rates in tne case of a carried the man out of the arena, but
number of the chief articles of Am- the wound war consi lered so danut'i-cu- s
erican Import. However, raw cotton,
that be was not expected to live.
the principal article of inimrt, remains free from duty.
THINKS BARR IS NEGRO
WHO SHOT AT HIM.
The masquerade ball gmn in CoSpecial Santa Fe Officer Chat les
lombo hall Saturday night proved a
very delightful affair. Mrs. P. M. Mainz, .stationed at Isleta, was a visDavis won the ladies' piizt. f0r iie itor !n the city Saturday, aud while
here, in conversation with a rtorter,
best costume, a beautiful
diina bowl, while Bert Graham cap- stated that he thought the negro.
tured the gents' prize, a pair of mili- Burr, who seriously wouned Officer
Joe Seoul con- Thad. Wbltely at Ash Fork, and who
tary hair bruslus
was killed by that officer, was the
ducted the affair.
same fellow that had taken a couple
of shots at him at Isleta.
POUND SALE.
"There's no doubt In my mind."
IVay
mare, mark on trout
left said Officer Mainz, "but what he is
sjioulder.
the same 'nigger,' and I should have
One horse, four white feet andhrand-e- winged him while 1 had toe chance,
but an officer that does his full duty
h.
One horse, branded X on right in Bernalillo county, has a very poor
show. If you do your duty, and use
shoulder.
One horse branded S on left hind your
when you think it
necessary, it is more likely to reOne horse, star face ami four white sult In your own arrest and indictment, than anything else."
feet.
y
Mr. Maim stated that he regretted
These will be bold at auction at the
city ball Thursday morning at l'i not ''winging" and arresting the ne-rby so doing he would
o'clock.
undoubtedly have saved nmccr whltwiv
THOMAS Me.MIU.ES.
City Marshal. lots of trouble.
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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INNING AT JURAZ

FOR MISAPPROPRIATION

GETS

IS IN FULL SWING
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Then Mr. Burke asked what tne
local company's rates were, and ue
following scale charged by the Water
Supply company was produced for his
information:
"Flat rate for a house of four rooms
or less, 85 cents; fivo room house,
$1.05; six room house. $1.50, and so on
as the number of rooms Increase, the
rale being levied at tho discretion of
the company. In addition to these
rates, 75 cents Is added for a bath and
75 cents more Is added to the cht'rge
where the house has a closet."
The Water Supply company's meter
rates are still more exorbitant than
the flat ntfes, when aompared to the
rates of Pueblo, according to Mr.
Burke.
The Water Supply company charges
35 cents per thousand gallons for the
first six thousand gallons registered
by the meter, with u minimum charge
for any meter of $1.80 per month, anu
no meter will be Installed until after
a deposit of $20 is made. When be
tween 6.000 and 18.000 gallons are
used the charge Is 30 cents per thousand gallons; from 18.000 to 45,000, the
charge Is 37Vi cets per thousand;
from 45,000 to 90.000, 25 cents per
thousand, and where over 90,000 gallons Is used from a single meter, ,o
cents per thousand gallons.
"My," said Mr. Burke, when he bad
concluded reading the above rates,
"couldn't we make money at those
rates up In Pueblo."
Mr. Burke thus addressed Mr. Zink,
a member of the city council of Pueblo, and chairman of the water committee of that body. Mr. Zink is In
the city with Mr. Burke on some
Knights ot Columbus business, of
which lodge both are officers.
Mr. Zink agreed with Mr. Burke 011
llu. money Ktak'.ivv
and
then the latter proceeded to furnish
the reporter with the rates charged
by the Pueblo water company. To
observe the vast difference between
the rates charged here and at Pueblo
one must compare the two.
"We charge 25 cents per room,"
said Mr. Burke, "for any number of
rooms, flat rate, and 50 cents additional each, for bath and closet. But."
he continued, "we charge nothing ad1
ditional for stock.
observe that
your company charges 25 cents for a
cow.
horse or
The only charge we
make in this line Is 10 cents per
mouth a head for dairy cows.
And
we make no charge for irrigation, but
I
go farther, I must explain
before
that we have meters only where the
water amounts to the largest rate you
have mentioned there 90,000 gallons.
For Instance, we only charge our
laundries 9 cents per thousand gallons. As we have no meters in private houses, of course we have no
rates for quantities as low as 10,000
gallons, but I venture to say that we
have few patrons that don't use considerable more than , this amount, on
the 25 cents per room rate. And we
don't require any deposit for the
meters."
Then Mr. Burke began telling of
the Colorado plant. It Is a pumping
plant very similar to the local plant
only the water is drawn Into a
gallon settling reservoir. The
water is taken from the Arkansas
river.
,,

DOORS UNLOCKED

rei-den-

i

!

--

REMAINS WILL BE' SHIPPED TO
ALBUQUERQUE WILL BtTSENT

HIGH

$500,1100. "

o'clock.

The most Impressive ceremony' of
the day was the conferring of ihe
third degree, under the supervision of
Territorial Deputy O. N. Marron, assisted by Knight Hammis, Sheboygan,
Wis.. Tim O'Leary, N. O. Zink and D.
M. llnrke, Pueblo. Colo.; W. XV. Mul-lin- .
Denver; W. J. Wllken, Fort MadV
ison, Iowa; Arthur
Come
and
Johnson, Saginaw, Mich., and .1. W.
Prestel, of lAlbuquerque.
An elaborate banquet was served in
the lodge rooms at the close of the
business session. Around the immaculate spread sat the tired and weary
pilgrims who had just been Initiated
into the mysteries of
Columbus
knighthood ami safely escorted across
the glittering, uncertain sands to the
oasis of pleasure. While the feasting
was going on, toasts were responded
to by Rev. Father Mandalari, Tim
O'Leary, Pueblo; Joseph McCusker,
James Hennessy and T. F. Kelleher,
Sr.. of this city.
T. E. Gargan, grand knight of the
order, was the recipient of a beautiful
solid gold watch, presented to him In
behalf of the council iv Territorial
Deputy O. N. Marron, In a speech
nicely delivered to fit the occasion.
Mr. Gargan responded feelingly, In
which he heartily thanked his breth- Ton f . i r thott imiinFnDitv
Thn crtfl nt.
tested the esteem in which the council holds Mr. Gargan and the appreciation of the Grand Knight's work
Jn furthering the order.
The remainder of J he wen ins f.s
spent in sociability and it was some
timeafter Father Time ushered In the
HUMNG
year of 1906 that, the long t be reDIES AT BELIN membered affair came to an end.

VERY

Here ae'a few facts and figures on
water for the people nmi city council
of Albuquerque to think alKiut, considering that the city council has just
recently accepted the report of an expert on the Water Supply company's
plant, which the company de.V.res to
sell to the city.
The following interview Is from 1).
M.
Iltirke. superintendent ot liio
water works supplying Pueblo. Colo.,
and Is given with no biased feeling
for cither the Water Supply company
or the city. Mr. Burke also furnishes
The Evening Citizen with the rates
charged the people of Pueblo, which
also fnllow and are very Interesting.
After reading the report of Expert
Riffle, Mr. Burke said: "Mr. Riffle's
repoit is very Incomplete. Nobody
would accept that, report. He doesn't
specify what he is going to put in for
$5imi,oim)
or whatever amount It Is
that he proposes to build what ne
calls an adequate plaut with, and he
doesn't tell the real condition of the
plant now in service. You can certainly put In a very nice plant for

lo

.

RATES

A.
W. Hayden, contractor
and
builder, who faled to got his copy
In
publication
in to ns In time for
toe
New Year's edition, submitted If ti,,s
report
morning. Ills
of work done
during the year 1905 follows:
,
hospital
Harwood Home
anil
Inaddition to Hnrwood
$11,000.00
dustrial school
C.
Wright, residence
A.
street
2.2oo.oo
North Twelfth
l ltt Ross, residence. West
3, 200.0..
Railroad avenue
E. R. Rogers, residence, cor2.000.00
ner Arno and Gold
Thomas Johnston, residence,
2,700.00
South Broadway
Mayor Frank McKee, residence, West Tljeras Rond, 7,ouo.oo
IT. S- - Indian School laundry.
Albuquerque ..:
l.n..t'O
C. D. Ooff. residence. North
,.
High street
2.O00.00
Mrs. VI P. Jones, residence.
2.."oo.oo
South Walter Btreet
C. C. Davis, residence. South
1,
...00
Edith street
Frank Short, residence. West
lead avenue
j 1,000,00
M. Hartman, resldence.North
tiOO.oo
Eighth street
Presbyterian church, corner
Fifth and Silver
20.ooo.00
J. M. Moore Realty Co., two
3.000.00
stores. West Copper
Menaul School, pump house 1,000.00
Martin Tlerney, residence,
Fifth and Fruit
3,500.00
RO. Taylor,
residence,
1,000.00
South Edith street
Policarpto Armijo, Atrisco. . 3,000.00

..

OUR GREAT.

. . .

DURING THE PAST YEAR, AND HIS
FIGURES WILL SWELL GRAND
TOTAL TO BIG PROPORTIONS.

And Such it Will Remain Says Local
Local

IIAVDLN'S

REPORT Oh WORK

QUESTION

riVE.

PAGE

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

IN

I.N

CLEANING

CARPET

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.
dt

STEAM

Lowneys

M'ltinK up, ami ix no upKtartat
tie business. There la no oth- r Ju.t Thornton.
That's all.
Iimli 'phone.

-

Gunther's

-

He
Cleaust everything.
Man. Moving,

Whitman's

paek- -

hiiiiiK, unpacking and

and

in

tne

1

i

CANDIES ALWAYS

MISSION

J
J
J

Latest Desifjus

f4

i

FURNITURE
Just Received,

l

from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS

I

Ladies' Desks and C'haira, Customers' Date Raeks, Book Racks, Hat
Harks. Hall Trees. Ulirarv amf arlor Stan, I Tuli'.
foilina r.K.
Inets and Iloekers.

V

The McBrian Furniture Go,

I

Albuquerque

i

A

j

J, H. ORIELLY CO, Druggists

Barnetl Building

JOHNSON

A. D.

General Contractor

ELKS : OPERA :: HOUSE
Friday, January 5th

water a
tanks and wind A
' T
nlKa.ing plants a
well making,

moving,
mg.

nuis

)

It. nu

ll

V

iloep well uUpplleH.

a
0

hand-painte-

I..

Elks' Big Minstrels

q

'Phone, .308.

Color.do

Red 131.

f

ALBUOUERQUE LODGE 46 J
NEW JOKES, NEW SONGS,
NEW IDEAS.

SPRINGS

JEMEZ HOT

old-tim- e

net-tin-

s

ar

States

ri eave
Wed

AMimpierque every Monday
and i'Vlday at 5 a. w. For

K'il

ui a (bause of stock
rifc's,

horses and drivers;

panirulars, aiidresa V. 1.. Trimble a
Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. Hl.tn'K, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.

Co.,

SuUcrlM
and get the tewa.

1

J

Works

HALL. Proprfrtor
7j
Iron and Braas Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Saaftlag. im
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
q
Itupmlrm on Mining and mill Machinery a Bomelalty
m
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, H. at.'

THE

NEW

ANTONIO

YORK

ARMIJO

FAIR i
$

A CO.

en
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I

Machine
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mail;

rlie

route;

favorin-t,-.
Including ail or the
To avoid spoeulatotl
eontrol of the house the niht of the performance Inly a
limited number of seats will
Id to each person, the pi.

United

STAGE LINE

Carne.only line
-

60 STAR PERFORMERS
1

J

.

Automatic

I'nder the auspice

and First Street.

Lead Avenue

Foundry
and
-

Gent's

0
4

q

Furnishing

Special 8ales Every Saturday.

Goods Now Arriving
Auto Phone

601.

121 N.

c

Third Strset

OICoaoaccOfKitoaotoaK

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET

TIE NEWS

PAGE

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALllUOUEItQUE

SIX

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR SETS.
Sets Include three piece": Low-nec- k
Night Gown, Corset Cover, and Drawers with Umbrella-shape- d
Ruffles.
Made of Nainsook, prettily trimmed
with Val. Lacelnscertlons, wide Em- hroldcrv beading nnd Dainty Satin
Ribbon,' at.
S4 98 and $5 98

MONDAY, JANUARY

Tuesday Morning We Inaugurate the

,

DRESS FABRICS IN THE
WHITE SALE.
Early orders were placed for very
large stocks of white dress materials
for the White Sale.
Price are remarkably low in some
instances less than we would have to
pay to duplicate the goods in today'
wholesale markets.
Ixmg Cloths, 12 yards to the
piece
SI 44
White Dotted Persian Lawns. 21
Inches wide, yard
120
White Lawns, 4U inches wide,
12c quality, a yard
9
White India Linen, 32 inches
wide, 12c quality, "a yard
100
Persian Lawns.
27 Inches wide, a yard
15
Wliite Silk Persian Lawns. 32
inches wide, 30c and 35c qualities, a yard
190 and 24
White French Organdie. 68 Inch- e8 wide, a yard
210

Annual Sale of Undermuslins
and Kindred Lines of White Goods

Children's

Most all are samples from the celebrated Galland Brothers, noted
for their strictly sanitary made garments. Quite the largest stocks
we have ever gathered for a White Sale are ready.

and
Misses
Under

wear
Drawers, made of good muslin,
umbrella-shBpe- d
with doe
hemstlehed ruffle; sizes 2 to 14 years.
made of muslin, umbr39 Skirts,
ella-shaped
tucked ruffle,
torchon lace insertion and lace edge;
sizes 4 to 12 years.
Night Gowns, made of good
49
muslin, tucked yoke, two rows
a
"of embroidery insertion and hemstitched ruffle; sizes S to 14 years.

14

LOW-PRICE-

to-da-

Undermuslins and Waists are products of swell workrooms. The bulk of our stock comes from
e.
these workrooms: good garments, as nearly faultless as skilled cutters and needleworkers can
Inexpensive the prices tell. Of the clearance groups, those from the Women's Coat and
Suit sectton and the Misses and Children's Apparel section are representative. Similar values are
offered throughout the store broken lots clearance lots many not advertised.
x

INFANTS' WEAR IN THE
WHITE SALE.
IxftiK Dresses, nainsook, yoke
590 of
hemstitched tucks, feather
stitching and French knots.
(J90 lng Slips, nainsook, pointed
,
yoke of tucks, Val. and Swiss
Insertions; lace edge on neck and
sleeves.
nainsook,
g9 Long Dresses, Val.
lace inyoke of
sertions and feather stitching, beading; skirt finished with deep hem.
J'lannellette Wrappers,
390 Striped
finished with fancy stitching.
590 Flannel Shawls, hemstitched.

pro-duc-

TOWELING.
7c Toweling at 50
.
Heavy Russia Crash Toweling-8c Toweling at (JO
wide Glass Toweling, red and
lilue checks.
9c Toweling at 70-Al- l
Linen Brown Crash Toweling.
11c Toweling at
All Linen Bleached Crash Toweling.
12i2c Towelinq at O'iO-HeavAll Linen Bleached Crash
Toweling.
EXTREME PRICE REDUCTIONS
18-l- n.

8'z.

Night Gowns from 75c to $10; Underskirts, 49c to $16; Chemises, 75c to $8;'Corset Covers, 9c to $5; Drawers, 19c to $9

DRESSES FOR TOTS UP TO
4 YEARS.
Short Dresses, sizes from 6 months

to 2

VERY
HANDKERCHIEFS.
A clearance lot of over seven hundred dozen 'Kerchiefs from our Belfast factory sacrificed because of
light Imperfections. They are all
linen hemstitched 'Kerchiefs, in various sizes and hems.
Women's 'Kerchiefs, each
50
(Quantity, 500 dozen)
Women's 'Kerchiefs, each
IOO
(Quantity, 225 dozen.)

are unprecethe increased cost of raw cotton, the cotton goods values we tell of y
dented. With the enormous assortments of Whije Goods go various clearance lots frcm every section of the store sacrificed lots economies most pronounced. That's the story of the White Sale
in three sentences. The Muslin Undergarments are of first importance the foundation of the sale
In view of

y

ON MANY GROUPS OF DAMAGED
GOODS
MERCHANDISE THAT
SUFFERED MORE OR LESS IN TtiE

unportant Sale, Including
Table Linens, Fancy, Linens, Towels and Towelling, Bed Spreads,
Sheets, Pillow Cases, Lace Curtains, Draperies, Lace Bed sets, Men's
Laundered and Unlaundered Shirts.
All Lines of White Goods are Involved in This

year:

Dresses, with tucked
25f ' Nainsook
yoke, hemstitched ruffle on

neck and sleeves, hem on skirt.
Nainsook Dresses, with yoke
490 of
pin tucks, hemstitching and
embroidery
Insertion;
hemstitched
ruffle on neck and sleeves.

HOLIDAY-RUS-

TOWELS.
15c Towels

Hemstitched

7c yd.

WHITE SALE UNDER PR ICING OF
CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES.
White Ruffled Bobblnet Curtains with fine wide lace
insertion and edges to match:
,

A PAIR,

$1.24

$1.49

Usually

$1.75

$2.60

$2.49

$2.74
$4.25

,
98c
$1.45
A PAIR,
$1.98
Usually
$2.80
White Ruffled Swiss

$3.75

$1.89
$2.65
$3.98
$5.60

Curtains, with tucke I
and
hemstitched edges:
85c grade, a pair, 59c.
$1.00 grade, a pair, 69c.
$1.25 grade, a pair, 79c.
$1.55 grade, a pair, 98c.
$1.65 grade, a pair, $1.12.
$2.20 grade, a pair, $1.49.
$2.50 grade, a pair. $1.74.
White Nottingham Lace Curtains, in fine novelty designs; a mill clearance stock:
Muslin

$1.18
$1.24
$1.49
$1.89
$1.90
$2.1S
$1.50
$1.65
$2.60
Value
$2.48
$2.24
$2.74
A PAIR
$2.98
$3.74
$4.00
$4.50
$3.75
$3.00
$5.00
Value
BED SPREADS.
$1.00 BED SPREADS,
Large Bize white Crochet Bed Spreads, pretty
94c

730

$1.25 BED SPREADS, 950
Heavy Marseilles pattern, white Crochet Bed
Spreads, large size, choice, new designs.
$1.75 BED SPREADS, $1-2Fringed Marseilles Pattern, white Crochet Bed
Spreads, pretty pattern and heavy fringe, large size.
$2.00 BED SPREADS, $1-4Beautiful quality Marseilles pattern, white Crochet
Bed Spreads, with heavy knotted fringe, some have corner cut out to lit brass or Iron beds.
$2.50 BED SPREADS,
Satin finished white Marseilles Bed Spreads, with
handsome raised patterns, large size, hemmed ends.
A SALE OF SAMPLE PORTIERES.
VERY EXCEPTIONAL VALUES.
A beautiful pair of PortlereB make a very acceptable
gift for the home. We offer you an opportunity to save
d
to a half on a lot of sample pairs.
Sample pairs of Tapestry Poriteres, fringed or with side
border, In red or greed; worth to $6.00 per pair,
8

lace-Insert- ed

A PAIR

from

$1.98
$2.75
$3.98
$5.50

pat-

terns, hemmed edges.

$189

one-thir-

$3 00

at

Tapestry Portieres, with fringe, side border or silk cord
edge; worth up to $10 a pair, at
$5 00
Sample pairs of beautiful Mercerized Portieres; all color
combinations; worth $10 and $12.50 a pair, at, $7 05

10

to

tomorrow

12

onlynone

sold to Children

WHITE SALE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
REPLENISHING LINEN CLOSETS.
With good standard quality, dependable Linens
many of them our own importation, many In designs you
cannot duplicate elsewhere. The details:
FULL BLEACHED PURE LINEN DAMASK.
62c quality, the yard
470
75c quality, the yard
610
98c quality, the yard
84
$1.15 quality, the yard
8S
Silver Bleached Pure Linen Damask, 68 Inches wide, 75c
quality, the yard
.
Q
Hemstitched, Damask Pattern Cloths, pretty designs, an
odd lot of
size only; $2.75 quality, each, $2-3Stevens' Pure Linen Crash, fast colored borders; splendidly serviceable; seven grades, a yard

Of the fresh lines we cite one
Hand-draw-

-

particular group

or

and Hemstitched Linens.

n

Size.

Value.

Price.

.$3.25

$2.64

12xl2-in.- ..

83c

68c

..

.$1.25

24x24-ln- ..
..

36x36-in- ..

h,

at 100-

Union Linen Hucka-hac- k
To.wels, with neat red border.
20c Towels at 150- Large size, very heavy Huckaback
Towels, all white or with fancy red
borders.
35c Towels at
25S and fine
Beautiful quality Damask
Huckaback Towels; some have knotted fringe, others with hemstitched
iuiH ana iancy borders.
16c Bath Towels. 12'20
Turkish . Bath Towels, good quality.

JUST LIKE FINDING MONEY
Fruit of the Loom Muslin or Lonsdale.

H.

Value.

Price.

45x4")-in-

..

.$4.50

$3.98

lSx54-in-

..

,$3.uu

$2.46

$1.04

18x45-in-

..

.$2.50

$216

.$1.75

$1.54

18xS0-in-

..

.$2.00

$1.69

.$2.50

$2.19

Size.

h,

18xl8-in-

h,

h,

30x3n-in-

8--

7. 11. 12 13

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES.
ENGLEWOOD

AND DEFENDER BRANDS.

HEMMED CASES.

14. 16 anl 18

FANCY LINENS UNDERPRICE.

Bargain tables afford some exceptionally good values
in Fancy Linen Pieces that are a trifle mussed due entirely to the Holiday rush. Prices have been reduced
d
and in some instances

SHEETS.

45x3C-ln- .,

each

140

54x90-in-

45x3fi-in- .,

each.

11

63x90-in- ..
72x90-in-

..

..

one-fourt-

one-thir-

one-hal-

81x90-in- ..

f.

48
550
G50

75

CLEARING OUT THE

is

NOTIONS.
10c Cake of Mexican Amole Soap, 07
04
Armour s Milled Tar Soap
Hard Water Castile Toilet Soap... 04
Dr. Williams' Celebrated Foot Pow04
der
04
Paper of Best English Needles
02
5c Hooks and Eyes, per card
01
3c paper of Adamautine Pins
02
5e Aluminum Thimbles
04
10c Hair Piu Cabinet
02
5c Steel Crochet Hooks
Diamond Snaps, regular 10c dozen.. 05
10
15c Bixby's Shoe polish

Black and Colored Dress Goods
PRICE AND LESS-

AT

-

BUT COME TUESDAY EXPECTING
FIDE CLEARANCE SALE; ONE OF THE KIND YOU ARE SURE OF WHEN YOU READ ABOUT IT.
OUR REDUCTIONS HAVE BEEN MORE RADICAL THAN EVER.
GREAT SURPRISES PRICE SURPRISES IN YOUR FAVOR.
WE WANT THE
NEXT FIVE DAYS TO BREAK ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS OF SELLING.
A BONA

$5 and $6 SKIRTS,

Bargains Ars Bigger Than Ever!
Finest $2.00 and $2 50

$3 9S

Cheviots. Panamas, Serges,

Broad-

t

WHITE LINEN WAISTS,

cloths, and fancy mixtures in the plain

98c

and plaited styles, kilted effects, flared
designs, and some are neatly strapped

pretty grays, blues, faucy

tures and plain blacks
$6

values, choice for

N

actual

$3

$5

Outstripping

mix-

and

sales

all

-

.

-

former

baijtain

price culting on in earnest now

taking tremendous losses

OS

fUd

ing down the higher priced lots In
order td clear out thousands, the finest
$2.00 and $2.5tt Waists now 98
and there're hundreds of the most,
stylish Waists in the lot all the most
exquisite of this seasou's designs-m- ade
of sheer white Linen,- fancy
trimmed Waists as flue as shown
anywhereall $2.n and $2.50 values,
and the sanif as sold at $1.39 at other
sail' All here in this lot at,
choice, each
98

nnd mark

i

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.
Beginning Tuesday morning, a sale
commences in our Lace and Embroidery Department that offers the best of
these goods at prices lower than the
manufacturers' cost.
Importers and manufacturers hearing that we were on the market for
goods that could be sold at prices
of, and that we didn't care how
great the quantity, rushed forward by
the half-scowith overstocks that
they were anxious to sell.
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... SALE.
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Auto Phone
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177

Vest .end viaduct

CARS TURNED

Say Placing of Cars With End
Next Engine Would

lie on

OF

h

LONDON

out-pu-

Corner Second

AND

I.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

and Marquette.

Wholesale Grocers

STOMACH BITTERS

V.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

ry

A Chicago dispatch, dated Decemsays: At a meeting of the
ber
board of directors of the National
Watnraol Cnnllarlum awnnlnllnn t

WRECKS

LIVERY

CLUB

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to cur at
ready well equipped latindery a machine with which wt can handle
woolen without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to u
and we will straighten them out for you.

0

1

The "Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters

$50o,-uien-

re-a-

Rall-engln-

PRATT

CO.

HAS BEEN

The

j

;

Melini & Eakin

WALKER,

A.

SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

1621-163-

9

Hendrie & Bolthoff fflfc. and SudpIv Co.
Seventeenth Mreet. DENVER, COLORADO n

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Btrildlng Supplies

'

i

OUR

8TEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, OAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your conditions and we can supply your wants, Special Hoist Catalogue on application.

1

Staple and Fancy

machinery:

HOISTING

Hisbee.
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Fe are taking up the matter of
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the road would not go to the ex- - crushing
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NOTARY PUBLIC.
Dim m nluns oil moll n ra In n train her brother. Wilbur Rhea, retnriieil
te.rkexke.jA
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picK'n"
wtth the storage end toward the en-- ! yesterday from a three weeks' visit!
Bine. This action, in case it. is taken, with friends and relatives in El Paso
will be taken through the Railway Miss Rhea is the daughter of B. W.
Rhea, a machinist of the Santa Fe,
Postal Clerks' Association.
living at H05 West Railroad avenue.
Un
emv pxw Ke jio'mi de
insurance; real-THIRTEEN HER HOODOO NUMBER
notary
W. W. Fisher, a Santa Fo cdee- PUBLIC.
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Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
'
trician. who has been in the city the
" , xxet
it tooj
Automatic Telephone, 174.
It was an excited ami very much pat few days visiting friends, left
a.oTi t
Jee,
perturbed woman, about middle age. last night for Needles, Cal., where he
COCOCOCICOCCXDCOCODCOCOOOC
S
who rushed up to the conductor of makes his headquarters.
pJxwr qvit'j1 hxry'rJ
vJjtrj
delayed No. 2 Saturday at noon, while
TKer
b
no
more.
no
WE GIVE
n'i
A. G. Goodloe, an operatj- - for the
the train was at the depot, and said:
In mill
You best satisfaction
C
.
I
"xll
moK.e,
n
Algodones,
Santa
the.
at
Fe
at
arrived
noing
"Oh. .Mr. Conductor. I'm
work.
Jore?
Wouldn't
Santa
hospital
Saturday,
through mi this truiu; that is, I was.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL
but I won't now, unless one car Is and will remain some time recupertaken off the train, tor there are 12 ating. Mr. Goodloe is but recently
avxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoooooooc)o
coaches and the ngiue makes thirteen, and that's a lfoixloo number.
Won't you please take otf one car, ori
"miLum uuLiiv
musuiw
j
add one?"
ramrgwa
ara"ygn
rtrr'ifflh
aifgrtrtfc,
..immTi
The teonductor, umlciuK that the;
switching crew were- making preparations to cut out one hassae car,
and
winked ut thuse Kianding near-by- ,
replied
"Why, certainly, madam, anything
to oblige our patrons. Here.
take off one car for the lady;
she's superstitious."
The bagsane ,.ar was iHi(.n off, and
as the passeiiKor euglne backed up
and coupled on the train, making
twelve ears witn the enuin'e. tlLe ladv
heaved a sih of relief, and turning
Cut-o- ff
to the conductor, aid:
j
"Oh, thank you, ever so much. .
You're just the nicest conductor, and
Belen is 31 miles
N. M.,
your road's the nicest road, that ever
Main Line
was."
City,
Angeles, El
San Francisco,
After which be boarded the train,
perfectly satisfied.
hav-a.V(.-
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Lessen Danger
CASE
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RANKIN

the'lookctit constantly, while
miiin with a deitft pnelnf or elke
she Is liable to arrive fit. only for the
repair shop instead of the road. Tnese
decapods have five drive wheels on
each side, two small wheels near the
pilot, and two medium sized wheels
directly under the cab. making fourteen wheels under the engine, not
counting those under tlie tender. They
j have a horse
power that is something
wonderful, and can
anything
on w heels, and for steep grade work
!lbey are the best engines ever built."
to
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Zimmerman, claim agent for
M
C. GRANN1S, Prop.
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lie Santa Fe.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. H
Vegas on company butdnoxs, returned Chills, Cougs and Pneumonia, also for
Day and Night Hack.
H
curing Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Costive
to the cliy lust night.
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. M
Try it
ness. Bloating and Malaria.
K. H. MudRi. and John W. M.rnsh, today, also Ret a free cc.py of our 1906 xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
spent Sunday in the city fro.n Hel.-nAlamanac from your druggist.
THIRD STREET
reluming to the cut-of- f
last night.
Senator Clark has anotiier gi
Hen William, secret service officer
ami has given It $ l.ooo.mm. Well,
of the Santa Fe. was In the city yes- It's worth a million dollars Jo a baby
terday from l.n .Junta,
to be his grandchild.
All Klnda of Freh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Indigestion Overcome.
OTHERS SUFEEH WAi T
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Indigestion I easily overcome by the Masonic Building. North Third Street.
OF DOMESTIC COAL use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, liecanse
liils remedy digests what you eat and
&
s;lves the stomal It a rest allows It to FIRE INSURANCE, RHAL
LACK OF CARS ON SANTA
FE
ESTATE.
grow
mug
again.
si
LOANS
PUTS BISBEE AND DOUGLAS IN recuperate and Indigestion.
Helching of
Kodol relieves
phone
451.
Antomatlo
BAD FIX.
Oils. Sour St mutch. Heart-Burn- ,
etc..
Room 10, N. T. Artnljo Building
r.n.l enables the digestive organs to
Hinuee and Donglat. two of the larPIONKCR BAKERY
gest and most prosperous towns in transform all foods Into the kind of
rich red blood that makes hcfMth arid
SIMON BlAIJjINO, Proprietor.
the southwest, are now in the
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
of the coal famine, says the tJallup strength. Sold by all druggists.
WEDDIVCJ CAKES A SPECIALTY
Republican. Coal can not lie had at
We detlre patronage acd we guarany price. In itisbee and IXtiglas
antee first, class, baking.
coal usually sells at the rute flT till
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
cents a sack of 400 pounds, which
makes It cost the consumer $12 1 ton.
The people, for the most part, buy
THE FUEKR UNDERTAKING CO.
their fuel one or two sacks at a time,
and then put it under lock and key-t307 West Railroad Arenni.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
protect It from thieves. At that
Beth 'Phones.
Oay or Night
high fate coal la not to be had In
Rcoro 17. X. T. Armijo Building.

aa a greater success than we
Although the sale
anticipated, our warehouse Is still full of new and original designs
high grade goods
in nobby furniture and we will continue to sell you
Wishing you
elsewhere.
just a little cheaper than you can buy them
to
CTy'''
y01"-aTe
a happy and prosperous New Year.

great success.

Cor.al&2nd

"""""MMMMiB,,,

from Topeka. Kan., and the change
altitude has seriously affect ml him
GOLD
J. H. Newlee, resident enrin-eif Are very trying to one whose system
the Santa Fe, with hesdouar'crs a' Is ail nm tl wn, bowels constipated
I.as Vegas, arrived in the el'v last and h'ood Impure. No wonder you
night for a brief business tr:p
lluiUI
take cold eo easily.
tt, and
fortify the system by taking
for tne
Hu E. Kllictt. roadmaoter
Santa Fe. arrived In the cl-A: tr
HOSTETTER'S
day night and remained over Sunday
transacting official ImsiiieMi.

In

We desire to thank all our friends and customers
uted to niako our first aanual
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SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

00000004K00
0000000000
Unredeemed Diamonds

j
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THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
BELOW
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN AT COST,
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are in a position to sell d:a
mondg that have been pawned to ua at 20 per cent less than reta::
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
avenue,
next
to
door
Railroad
US
the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
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The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company
Auto. Phone 671.

St

Bell, Red 284.

,hc

1

e,

ft.,

CONSIDERATION
ry

WIT.7:I:Irift

conduc-transponatiu-

y$2r

CALM

approves our work In the line of anl-taplumbing and gas fitting. We
muko a. study of scientific sanitation
as regards the bath, the toilet, supply
pipes for water for cooking, washing
and drinking. As a result, when we
are favored with your orders you get
the best obtainable. Still, we do not
overcharge.

j

g'lt ter
mlveYOU

Palmer 4. Wright's
fancy boxes, at

msss

'mgaitr

and latest odors. We have them in pretty,

25c, 50c, 75c

&

$1.00

The Williams Drug Co.
m' WEST
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ofisiir

best

OLUE FRONT
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AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

Want Ads Bring The Best Results
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

j

Located on the Bel an

of The Atchison, Topeka

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to

N

TWO MORE NEW

DECAPODS ARRIVE!
Two more of the big deeainnl
twenty of which were recently
ordered for the Santa Fe from the
Works,
Baldwin Ivocomottve
and
eighteen of which, with these two,
the 163G and 16;i7, have been delivered
to the road, arrived "in Albuquerque
Saturday, in charge
"'( machluUt-engineer- s
from Toinka, Kan.
In conversation
itu a representative of The Evening Citizen, one of
those in charge of the engines aid:
"It is not generally knewn, except
to railroad men, that a
rbile run of a new engine, before she
liab been set up, that Is, to be hauled
that distance by a iower other than
her own, is worse In wear and tear on
her than thousand miles of running
on her own power would be. We have

j

FAST LIMITED

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Los
Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

Of l.uou butties: aud reMdeuce lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
ing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants:
largest
ie?iurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, w heat, w ine,
ALL

&

2') feet wide, with beautiful Jake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school house, coststreets, with all.-ymercantile estaUlIMiments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three botele,
leans and hay lo Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated

70-fo-

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THF SANTA PE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are in the ceater of the city, well graded, (many of them Improred by cultivation); no
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a flrst clas modern hotel.

sad

CO OVER

or

grvel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-claa-

s

i

bakery, tailor shop, nhoe house, jeweler, plumbing sbop. pltntui mil),'

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TiTLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

Secretary

m
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LOCAL AND

accept tho position of cashier for the
Conservative Life Insurance company
in this city. The coinpnny will move
Its offices to the N. T. Artnijo nuila-InIn the near future.
Rev. George J. Juillarrf. of Gallup,
editor of the Catholic Pioneer, has
receive! Infoiiioitlon of hfs father'
death in France, aged 7! years. As
the- deceosod leaves a large estate.
It may be necessary for Rev. Julllnrd
old country.
to Journey to
of
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Wynne,
Pittsburg, Pa., are In the city, and ,
will leave tonight for southern Call-- j
fnrnln. Mr. Wynne Is one of the wrlt-ers on the Pittsburg dispatch, and,
will send special matter hack to his1
j
paper from southern f':iliri rnla.
The public scIkmiIs will open again
tomorrow morning for the winter
term. As the semester examinations
take place on January 5 and 12. all
pupils are urged to be on hand at the
to
Tho enrollment.
.,....!.,., i,.,.,r
has reached
date in the school

MONDAY, JANUARY

L. 19Q6.

g

1MCKSONAL
)
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

roc,
Forgot to remember some of your friends before Christmas and you
received present you did not expect. You can easily reciprocate
and square yourself by buying a pnlr of our stylish slippers or shoes
..
una sending mem as in en-- leiri uui.

.......

Or maybe you were disappointed in getting thnt pair of shoes
and Rlippers you had counted on and they come handy for yourself.
Our stocks are
In either case, we are anxious to servo you.
Eood condition and we can suit you In style, quality and price..

In

0

2

75c to S2.00

O

Wlen'a

A

Men's Shoes
Women's Slippers

6

Women's Shoes

A

Children's Shoes and Slippers

Rlinner.

to $4.00

$1-6-

60c to $2.50

.

$150 to $4.00
65c to $2.50

'.

BO0900000000 00000K0000
OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG

pure foods Is well worth your
thoughtful attention mince meat, of
course, the pure kind; relishes, condiments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
spices all the staples and all JJie luxuries you can think of, many you may
not call to mind. Our goods, our service, our prices are right In line with
those of the best grocers In the land.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
In

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, Sonth Second St.

O0O9OGO6OOOO0O0O0OGO6OO9

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.
v

Fair tonight; colder in southwest
portion. Sunday, fair.
here was once a (mutiny phossll,
named phrost.
Who advocated single statehood, but
lost.
So he flopiwd over one night
To tho side that was right
Qh, a phloppcr Is phunny phosall
I'nrost.
David Farr is in the cltv from Mag- lalena on a short visit to relatives
nd friends.
Tho Woodmen will give their an
nus ball tonight in the ball room of
the Elks' opera house. All ar( In- ited.
Mrs. C. L. Harris, of El Dorado,
Kan.. Is In tho city, the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Homer H. Ward.
C. E. Dagenette, outing agent for
the Indians of the southwest, returned last night from a vlnlt to Santa Fe.
Mrs. William Wagner, wife of To
re Officer Wagner, 1m confined to
her room with a sltKht attack of
pneumonia.
Timothy 0'Lary. titwiei lieriff of
Pueblo county, Colorado, arrived tn
he city Saturday night for a short
visit with friends.
District Attorney F. W. Clancy lias
removed hl ofilces from their former
loeatlon to a room In tho (Jlechier
building on Fourth street
A large number of New Year watch
parties were held in the city last
in
night, mention of which is ma-dother columns of this Issue.
George Arnot, local manager of the
dross-KellGrocery company, left
Saturday for a short visit to I.as
He returned last night.
.1. P. Erickson.
the stock broker.
came down from Las Vegas last night
and will be In the city several days
looking after his interests hire.
Regular review of Alamo hive No.
1. L. O. T. M., at Odd Fellows' hall
Tuesday afternoon, January 2, 1100,
at 2:30 sharp. Installation of officers.
Quite a number of Santa Fe resi
dents spent Sunday in this city,
among them being J, Frank Turner,
Ed. P. Blanohard and F. W. William-wel- l

LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N.
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large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
have
most beautlfol gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

00000C00K

THE FIRST

THE YEAR
B

Probably means to you

New Blank Books.

of blank books, diaries, etc.,

In all

We carry

a full

line

rulings.,

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

THANKING THE GOOD PEOPLE OF ALBUQUERQUE FOR THE
SPLENDID PATRONAGE ACCORDED US, WE WISH YOU ALL A
HAPPY NEW YEAR.

EVER ITT

LEADING

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

friends last evening at dinner. Those
present were S. P. Miller, brother of
Mrs. Newcomer: J. T. Peterson, representative of the Pintsch Light company, and P. .1. Graham, baggage
agent' of the Santa Fe.
J. H. O'ltielly. manager or the Washington Life Insurance eoiniuny, with
New Mexico and Arizona as his territory, left Saturday morning on the
limited train for a short new year's
visit to his mother and other relatives at Kansas Cltv, after which he

AVENUE.

FIRST IN IMPORTANCE IS THE

GREEN TAG SALE OF SUITS
We have gone through the entire stock and have tagged every suit. The reductions are phenomenal
in some Instances as much as $6 to $S has leon taken from the original price.
in every instance we
'
have made the price so low that thrifty men will buy for years to come.
,

-

j

ternoon at 4 o'clock, and reported himself a father. Mrs. Nowell present-ed him with a bouncing baby hoy, and
as The Citien goes to press, mother!
and, child are doing nicely.
H. H. Hoover, a miner of the north,!
having been mining gold near Fairbanks, Alaska, for the past nine
years, will arrive in Albuquerque the
latter part of the week cn a short
visit to his nephew. Homer H. Ward.
Mr. Hoover is returning north from a
trip to friends and relatives in the
east.
W. It. Motley, the Datll cattleman,
Is at the Alvarado, having just returned from an extended trip east.
Mr. Morley coached the Columbia foot
ball team for a number of years, wl'h
great success, but Columbia was so
badly beaten this year that the erstwhile coach refuses to discuss any
kind of foot ball.
Hugh C. O'Donnell. of Homestead,
Pa., the leader of the Amalgamated
Association of Iron, Steel and Tin
workers during the famous strike at
the Carnegie Steel works In ISM, Is
In the city, and will probably remain
during the winter. Mr. O Donnell, so
It Is reported, is In bad health, and
was advised to come to the Hotith-wes1

man, has
Johnson, the
the contract to demonstrate for more
water for the Mesa Driving associa
tion at the Elder homestead on the
mesa.
Darby A. Day. general manager of
the Mutual Life Insurance company,
has gone to Denver on business for
liis company. He expects to return
tonight.
Mr. aud Mrs. I,. .1. Wilson are re
joicing over the arrival yesterday of
a son. Mother and child nje doing
well. Mr. Wilson is employed at the
Economist store.
J. O. Sutherland, local representative for the Armour Packing company, returned to the city Saturday
evening after a visit with relatives
and friends In Denver.
Don't fail to order copies of the
New Year's edition of The Evening
Citizen to send to tho "old folks back
Only
east."
five cents per copy,
wrapped, ready for mailing. .
Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Stern and son,
accompanied by Mrs. Simon Stenn
and daughter, returned to the city
this morning from their visit to Socorro relatives and friends.
James A. Wood, superintendent of
the Gold Bullion Mining company, at
Golden, arrived iu the jrlty last night
and will remain a day or two transacting business for his company.
There will be a meeting of the
Eagles Tuesday night. The' new officers will be Installed and lunch will
be served. A full attendance Is de
sired. By order of the president.
Edward Walz, a contractor and
builder from Cripple Creek, Colo., arrived in the city last night and win
look over the situation here with a
In
view to engaging
business and
opening a shop.
G. H.
Mosher, secretary of the
Holmes Supply company, was a visitor in this city Saturday night from
I.os Angeles, going douth to El Paso
the same night. He returned to the
city this morning.
United States Marshal C. M. For-- ,
aker went to Santa Fe this morning.
Mr. Foraker took the oath of office before Judge Mills today, and will begin his third term tomorrow, when
he supreme court meets at Santa Fe.
The members of the Woman's club
will keep open bouse from 2 to 5
o'clock this afternoon, at their rooms
in the Commercial club building. All
strangers in the city are extended a
cordial Invitation to drop In on the
ladies.
Supervisor Holland, of the depart
ment of Indian affairs, with headquar
ters In Washington, D. C, arrived lu
Albuquerque last night and Is regis
tered at the Alvarado, where he will
remain several days while transact
ing official business.
S. W. Siegel, of Ixs Angeles, Cal.,
arrived In the city Saturday and will

THEN THE SALE OF
SOFT AND FLAANEL SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR, which will be decidedly interesting to all, as wonderfully
small prices have been made on all lines.

The Sale of Furnishings and
Will mean dhe saving of many a dollar.
23c Fancy Hosiery, 2 pairs for

Overcoats from 3 to 20 Years, Ranging from

to 12.50
$3.00Boy's
Special

Ask to see our
Juvenile
Overcoat, with Military Buttons and

Trimmings at

$3

WALKOVER S3.SO SHOES

1

19

and

$3. SO

Here are Just a few of the items:

Flannel Night Shirts
Flannelette Soft Shirts
i
$2 Wool Sweaters
Ties
50c FouHn-Han$1 Gloves, Short or Gauntlet
And so on, through a long list.

'

$1

"
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owe

they tell the story

the greatest sale

"".

We advise you to look for the Mg Green
(
ever In a more complete way,

and

Black Posters

Watch For Qua Big Posters

t.

Sheriff Farnsworth or Grant county,
has offered a reward of $WiO for the
capture of Howard Chenowetli, who
recently escape! from the Silver City
Jail through the assistance of an outsider, particulars of which appeared
In The Evening Citizen at the time.
New Mexico
Authorities throughout
have been notified to bo on the lookout for the convict.
Dr. A. E.- Bessette,
a prominent
physician of San Marcial, spent yesterday In the city taking in the do
ings of the Knights of Columbus. Dr,
Bessette ays that F. H. Mudge, who
was assaulted at San Marcial three
weeks ago by a tramp, who struck
line
him on the head with a stone, Is
along nicely, aud his ultimate reIMPORTED CUTLERY
covery is assured.
The
South- in
Mrs. W. H. Reed, formerly Mrs. G.
E. Hopkins, of the Columbus tiotet
has opened a fashionable rooming
house on Gold avenue In the new
Teas, Chafing Dishes, Home
Shufflebarger
building. The apart
A fine
ment consists of eighteen airy rooms.
"THE
Miller
BEST." A
each of which 'has been furnished
with comfortable new furniture and
new
Brussels carpel. Considering
the convenience of the place, there Is
little doubt but what Mrs. Reed will
Nickel-Platehave her house full all of the time.
Miss Ida Ashurst Bremen, the ac
compllshed pianist who so charmed
those privileged to meet her, by her
The
You will
leave
pleasing personality, and whose pi
ano work will long remain a pleasant
in
memory to those who heard her ren
'
ditlons, will leave the metropolis of
New Mexico, where for several weeks
she has been the guest of Mrs. John
Borradaile, for the metropolis of the
east. New York city, where she will
resume her concert work for the sea
son of lSHHi.
401-40- 3
This morning at one minute past 12
o clock, while the whistles were blow
Ing, bells ringing and pistols popping,
announcing the birthday of the new
year, the night watchman at the
Bank of Commerce, inadvertently set
OOOCOC)CXXXXDCOOCXXXXXXXXX3
oft the burglar alarm, and the big
NEW LINE OF PICTURE
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
PAiNIS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
gong in front of the bank drew quite
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- OLD CLOTHING.
BRUSHES.
a crowd of police officers and others
TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
M. Linger,
as Its notes rang out, and continued
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
LMtmuvi,
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- 303
SOUTH. FIRST 8TREET.
Ilobeg,
ringing until an attache of the hank
Horse Blankets, Etc PalSON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
Corner of Silver Awn...
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
familiar with Its mechanism, could
STREET.
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
OOCOOOOCXXXXXXXXXX)OOCXX
be summoned to shut it off.
Pelts.
The Jolly Bachelor Girls' club en
OUR TELEPHONE IS AUTOMAT-IAVENUE.
tertained last night at the residence
PUT IN YOUR GLASS TO KEEP 109 WEST RAILROAD
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Stevens on West
320.
CROWN STUDIp.
HUDSON',
OUT
COLD.
THE
SEE
Pay your poll taxes today at
Lead avenue, with a new year watch
n
party. A full attendance of the mem THE PAINTER.
&.
Company' drug store.
O'RIelly
REMEMBER
THE
WOODMEN
bcrs of the club and several invited
BALL AT ELKS BALL ROOM, JANguests helped make the affair a Jolly
Subscribe for The Citizen
Try a Citizen want ad.
UARY 1st.
one, and just as the new year was
coming In the members of the club
all solemnly pledged themselves to
abstain from husbands for one year
more at least. Following is a list of
the members present: The Misses
Charlotte Pwlnebolt. Glenna Seldom-rldge- ,
Mable Fox, Kiltie Hill. Zenz.
Smith and Brennie.
HARDWARE
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
Rubbers ad leggings make practical and well appreciated New Year's
I
gifts. We have a full assortment for
men, women
and children. Prices
range from 40c to $1.2fl. C. May's
shoe store. S14 West Railroad

SIMON STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

e Pleased!

-

got-tln-

With our elegant

g

largest
west

of

the

assortment of Five o'clock
Steel Ranges,

Comfort and
large stock of

Rome

WORLD'S

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

not
finest goods made.
disappointed. The largest. Hardware
Southwest.

our store
House
the

I

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

17

South First Street

North First Street

Thos. F. Keleher

i

,

cDJo

3F0,23? c& QDo

C F. MYERS

Proprietors

MclNTOSH
Colo.Phone 197

WML

Auto. Phone 185

A man of 68, who has been in the
employ of the American Lumber com-

pany for nine months, and has attended the First M. E. church for as
long, wants to clean ofilces. His mail
Is delivered at his room, No. 1408
Mountain Road.

Cut F"lowers
You Will Make Mo Mlttakm

by Giving

DUTCHESS TROUSERS

L,
E.
CO.
WASHBURN
wear gold avenue
south second srreer

Small- - Articles

75c

I3L

We Have a Complete Line of Boy's

Y

Our store room Is congested with an overflow of stock winter goods still oiled no on
some cases, solid, complete lines, without a garment or a size sold. It's a wrong state of affairs .vr
for 1 hlitfnU
n.
of the year.
'
A state of affairs which demands an Immediate and big reduction of prices which
will movo th
stick and so relieve the tension:

will go on to New York
If The Citien Is late In reaching,
you today, place all the blame on
Pulley Noweli, chief pressman of the!
office'.
He returned to work this af

ve-ga-

1).

price-loweri- ng

Mr. and .Mrs. S. E. Newcomer en
inrtniniwi a iininll number of select

y

A.

TFEDNESDAY will record the beginning
y of a Green Tag Sale.
It will mark
the inaugural of what we intend to make the
greatest
event, which has ever
occurred in this city

I.S.

son.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

te

Urn m

Trial for

rLORAL WORK
IVES,
319

122

THe rLORIST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 113.

WE ARE

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
Starrett Tools
Great Western Stove

i

x

Co.

215 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
0000005K0CtOC

fiii
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-

-
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NEW MEXICO
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